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About the Manual
This document contains technical requirements, material specifications and work procedures
to be followed by contractors engaged in works related to installation and maintenance of new
standard public street lighting (S.L.), and maintenance of some already existing street lighting
systems. This document has been prepared as part of an exercise dealing with the Devolution
of Street Lighting to Local Councils and thus shall only apply to issues which are covered by
this exercise. This manual shall be considered as the official document covering the Specific
Conditions and Specifications for the Tender of Goods and Services related to works and
maintenance on new and existing devolved street lighting systems.

The Local Councils

(L.C.s) shall issue this document with their respective street lighting tenders and the
contractor must abide by the specified regulations therein stipulated.

Disclaimer
This document has been developed using the information available from field and other
sources and is suitable for most situations encountered in street lighting installations.
Particular conditions, projects or locations may require special or different practices. It is the
responsibility of the contractor involved to ensure that a safe system of work is employed and
that statutory requirements are met.
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SCOPE
The scope of this document is to have a standard street lighting contract reference manual
applicable for use by Local Councils and contractors working on their behalf, with a view to
regulate procedures and material to be used in carrying out new installation and executing
maintenance of existing systems. The need for such a document came about with the idea of
Devolution of Street Lighting. Devolution of street lighting shall cover both new installations
and also existing systems.

New street lighting works:
It is the intention of the Devolution exercise that the installation of new standard public street
lighting, which to date has been customary carried out by Enemalta Corporation, will be
passed to Local Council in bulk. On Devolution, new works shall be executed by the Local
Councils (or better their contractors) after following the relevant regulations as will be
stipulated in this and other related documents. While all installation works will be carried out
by the Local Councils, actual connections with the electricity supply network shall be carried
out by Enemalta. This document will cover the relevant guidelines required for the design,
planning and execution of work related to new street lighting installations. Guidelines will be
presented in the form of technical documentation, covering specific standards for both work
and material. Once the function of street lighting is devolved, all required material and labour
for any project within the scope of Devolution would have to be procured by the Local
Councils. Only Standard Public Road Lighting will fall under the scope of this exercise and
the documentation which follows only refers to such systems. Standard Public Lighting refers
to the common illumination arrangements and furniture in common use on the Islands of
Malta. In principle this refers to the type of lighting which has been installed on our roads by
Enemalta throughout the years.

It has to be pointed out that lanterns and poles of a

decorative nature are in principle not considered to have been within Enemalta's scope and
hence for the scope of this documentation these are not considered as standard lighting.
While new decorative lantern/pole type street lighting installations shall not be considered
under this contract, Local Councils may still opt to carry out embellishment programs in say
playing fields, gardens or particular roads through the use of ornamental furniture. In such a
case Local Councils will have to follow alternative specific procedures (not found in this
document) as may be stipulated by Enemalta or any other Statutory Authority at the time. In
principle 'non-standard' new lighting installations will not fall within the scope of this exercise
and hence reference to such will not be included in this technical documentation.

'Non-

standard' lighting projects will be treated as special projects and in such cases Local Councils
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shall be bound to continue to adopt the procedure as if they are requesting a new electricity
service from Enemalta Corporation.

Existing street lighting:
The Devolution exercise shall not only focus on new works, but also shall cover existing street
lighting installations. When evaluating the implication of this, one has to keep in mind that for
the last decades Enemalta Corporation made no or little demarcation between the street
lighting network and its distribution network.

For many years, in view of the fact that

Enemalta was the sole national contractor for both areas of work, physical integration
between the two systems proved effective especially when this enabled the use of common
assets. While this was beneficial in the past, in this new era of Devolution it might cause
some shortcomings. Due to the networks' integration, in certain situations it is practically not
possible to cut a line between the two systems. For this reason, although in principle full
devolution is desired, the fact that certain demarcation lines cannot readily be achieved, has
directed Enemalta to retain responsibility of some categories of street lighting installations.
Existing street lighting installations on the Islands can be categorized as follows:
1.

Wall mounted luminaires

2.

Central hanging luminaires

3.

Standard illumination poles free from network aerial lines and fed via underground
dedicated cables

4.

Lanterns mounted on poles supporting Enemalta dedicated overhead lines. N.B. This
category also includes standard illumination poles that for some reason are also
supporting Enemalta dedicated overhead lines.

5.

Lanterns mounted on poles supporting Enemalta network service overhead lines.
N.B. This category also includes standard illumination poles that for some reason are
also supporting Enemalta network service overhead lines.

6.

Street lighting in arterial and distributor roads

7.

Street lighting which has already been devolved and whose maintenance (upon
agreement with Enemalta) is being carried out by Local Councils or other third
parties.

Apart from category (7), which obviously have already been devolved, Enemalta is
looking at readily devolving streetlights that fall under the first three categories, but
will retain responsibility of all those streetlights mounted on Enemalta poles
supporting network or dedicated overhead lines. Category (6) streetlights will also not
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be delegated because these do not fall within scope of devolution. It must be pointed
out that Enemalta intends to devolve also the lighting of the few remaining public gardens or
playing fields which to date are still connected directly with the street lighting network and
hence maintained by Enemalta. These installations may sometimes be of an ornamental
nature. Although in principle this document shall cover standard public lighting, the fact that
some systems, namely the mentioned playing fields and gardens, earmarked for devolution
may be of an ornamental nature instigates that some coverage about the material to be used
in these installations shall be included in this document. As such the relevant specifications
of material for use on these systems shall also be covered.
It is the intention of Enemalta to put forward for devolution as many categories of street
lighting as possible.

In fact although as a first step it shall directly devolve categories

mentioned in previous section, it will continue to look into the issue of what needs to be done
to devolve categories (4) and (5) installations as well. In principle Enemalta will through time
seek to free illumination poles earmarked for devolution from aerial lines and wherever
possible transfer pole mounted luminaires into category (1) and category (2) type installations.
When this is carried out further systems will then be available for devolution.

Survey information:
In preparation for the Devolution exercise, Enemalta Corporation has embarked on a
comprehensive survey of existing street lighting on the Islands.

This survey will give

information about the location and type of every streetlight installed on the Islands. The
information collected from the survey has been entered into a database, using as basis the
categories of street lighting systems outlined in the previous section.

This Enemalta

proprietary database will act as the official platform from which localization, numeration,
categorization and statistical information related to street lighting systems on the Islands can
be obtained.
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1

Introduction

This manual shall apply to all street lighting systems that are to be devolved to Local
Councils. New street lighting installations shall be designed and constructed by technically
qualified designers and contractors in accordance with clauses in this manual and Enemalta's
latest regulations. The manual will consider both the installation and maintenance of new
street lighting and the maintenance of some already existing street lighting systems.

2

Definitions

Enemalta

Enemalta is the electricity distribution authority pursuant to the Enemalta
Act (Cap. 272 of the Laws of Malta)

Demarcation

This is the point, beyond which the street lighting circuitry will be
considered to have been devolved to the Local Councils. Beyond this
point the installation and maintenance of the system shall fall within the
responsibility of the Local Councils.

Road

This shall mean any road falling under the responsibility of the Local
Council and shall have the same meaning as that given in Section 2 of the
Local Councils Act, 1993 (Act XV of 1993) reproduced hereunder:
"Street" includes any road, alley, square, bridge, shore front, quay, or
other place of public passage or access.

S.L.

Street Lighting

L.C.

Local Council

Lighting Unit

This comprises the luminaire together with the pole and any required
bracket arms.

Luminaire

This is the street light fitting considered as the means which distributes,
filters or transforms the light from one or more lamps, and which includes
any parts necessary for supporting, fixing and protecting the lamps. The
luminaire consists of the lamp, reflector, the control gear etc. all included
in a protective case with a glass or plastic lens.

Although in some

installations the control gear shall be external to the lantern this shall still
be considered as part of the luminaire.
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Insulated

Main

The insulated enclosure (box) containing the suitably rated protection

'Fuse&Link' Box

units normally installed to protect an underground fed S.L. installation.

R.C.D.

Residual Current Device (R.C.D.) used to protect earthed fittings from
electric shock

Insulated 'Fuse

The insulated enclosure (box) housing the suitably rated protection units

& Link' box

normally installed to protect single individual lamp circuits.

Qualified

A Warranted Electrical Engineer according to Statutory Authority

Technical

Regulations in force at the time.

Designer
Integral

Pole

Street lighting wherein illumination is achieved through the use of a

illumination

lantern mounted on a standard pole with integral bracket that is then fed

street lighting

via underground cable.
An entity or person who after being successfully awarded the Tender shall

Contractor

provide the relevant services, carry out and be responsible for the various
types of works outlined in this contract.
This refers to an isolation and protection device, which includes a

Isolator

removable fuse of suitable rating and a disconnectable/removable neutral
link all enclosed within an insulated enclosure.

Mechanical

Means the replacement, refurbishment or cleaning of non-electrical parts

Maintenance

of equipment or cleaning of lamps.

Electrical

Means the replacement or refurbishment of lamps and electrical parts of

Maintenance

equipment.

Maintenance

Means both electrical and mechanical maintenance as defined above.

Supply

Means a conductor of an a.c. system for the transmission of electrical

conductor

energy providing the electrical energy source.

Waste

Includes the material which has to be removed before, during and also
after the completion of the works, in order to render the road free of dirt
and hazards.

O.H. Line

Over Head Line

U.G. Cable

Underground Cable
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3

Specifications for Street Lighting

3.1

Supply Voltage and Limits

The nominal supply voltage to be used with street lighting installations is 240 Volts, phase to
neutral and the frequency will be 50Hz. Depending on areas and network loads the nominal
voltage may vary between the allowable limits of ± 6%. Malta intends to modify its current
nominal voltage standard over time to conform to international standards. Through this course
of action the nominal voltage will be reduced from 240 Volts to 230 Volts by the year 2002.
The tolerance range will then be +10% to -6% which means that the actual supply voltage
range will not necessarily be lowered. The maximum length of the street lighting installation
cable from the demarcation point to the luminaire/s must be suitably calculated to ensure that
the voltage drop is kept within the appropriate limits stipulated in standard installation
regulations.
Contractors are to note that a 5% voltage drop is normally the limit within customer
installations. This should be added to the voltage range for the network.

3.2

Types of Standard Street Lighting

The styles of street lights need to be standardized so that general maintenance and repairs
required by damaged supports can be carried out rapidly and economically. In view of this
street lighting units for new installations and replacement of existing ones must be of the
following category:
3.2.1

Wall Mounted Luminaires
Although all effort should be done to minimize the number of new luminaire
installations fixed to building developments (especially those having front gardens),
when installation via wall mounted brackets are approved these must be either of the:
(i)

Pistol type (used mainly for 70W SON luminaires) as specified in Appendix 1,
or

(ii)

Harbour type (used mainly for 150W or 250W SON luminaires) as specified in
Appendix 2.
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3.2.2

Complete Street Lighting Poles (or Columns)
Two types of columns shall be specified. These are columns for the illumination of
traffic routes according to BS 5489:Part 2 and poles for lighting of subsidiary roads
and associated pedestrian areas according to BS 5489:Part 3.
The above-mentioned street lighting poles shall comprise of:
(i)

Steel columns with demountable single or double arm fitting as specified in
Appendix 3. These poles shall be used with 150W SON, 250W SON or 90W
SOX lanterns and shall be installed in traffic routes.

(ii)

Whip type steel poles as per specifications detailed in Appendix 4. These are
normally used with 70 W SON luminaires and installed in subsidiary roads.

All poles forming part of a new street lighting installation shall be earthed and shall be
fed via an underground circuit. In principle street lighting poles shall only be used to
satisfy their design purpose, namely that of illumination, and thus should not be used
to support any other infrastructural services.
3.2.3

Central Hanging (catenary) arrangement
Central hanging lanterns shall not be used in new street lighting installations.
Nevertheless where maintenance of existing systems is concerned contractors are
allowed to substitute damaged catenary luminaires by suitable catenary lantern
replacements. In such an event the contractors shall, prior to fixing the replacement,
ensure that the catenary support arrangements are in good condition. When this is
not the case an alternative replacement, either in the form of wall mounted luminaire
or integral pole illumination unit should be resorted to.

Replacement catenary

lanterns shall be according to technical specifications given in Appendix 5.
It is important to point out that Enemalta shall not be devolving street lighting
installations consisting of brackets supporting luminaires which are themselves
mounted on Enemalta poles supporting distribution network lines.

Enemalta shall

continue to execute maintenance of such type of installations until measures are taken
to transfer these to either integral pole illumination lighting or else wall-mounted type.
In line with the above, this contract shall not cover any requests or proposals for
installation of lanterns fixed to Enemalta distribution poles.

For this reason any

proposals leading to such an arrangement will not be considered under this Contract.
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3.3

Side Entry Lanterns

The great majority of installed luminaires on the Islands consist of side entry lanterns fixed to
wall brackets or pole arms. In addition, new projects shall also mainly make use of such type
of lanterns. Whether required for maintenance or new projects, side entry lanterns suitable
for the relevant SON or SOX lamp street lighting installations shall conform to the technical
specifications attached as Appendix 6 with this document.

3.4

Lamps

The lamps to be used for street lighting installations shall depend on the type of road/area to
be illuminated and must be selected from the following:
3.4.1

Low-pressure sodium (SOX)
These lamps shall normally be used to illuminate major and heavy traffic roads. The
technical standards for such lamps shall be those as specified in Appendix 7

3.4.2

High-pressure sodium (SON)
This shall be the standard type of lamp generally used in all standard street lighting
installations except certain major roads. The technical standards for SON lamps shall
be those as specified in Appendix 8.

3.4.3

High Pressure Mercury Vapour (HPMV)
Malta's existing street lighting network, especially that residing within a number of
subsidiary roads, still comprises of an appreciable amount of 125 Watt high-pressure
mercury vapour (HPMV) lamp installations. The standing policy to date is that SON
lamps phase out HPMV lamps.
While HPMV lamps shall not be used for new works under this contract,
nevertheless, if during maintenance of existing circuits it is established that a lantern,
which is still in good condition, can be put back in service solely by re-lamping with an
HPMV lamp, then the use of such type of lamp is allowed. In such a situation the 125
Watt HPMV lamp shall conform to the technical specifications outlined in Appendix 9.
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3.4.4

Special SON lamps suitable for HPMV direct replacement
While 125W HPMV lamps may still be found in subsidiary roads, certain main roads
especially those illuminated via existing central hanging arrangements, may be found
to be equipped with 250W or 400W HPMV lamp installations. During maintenance of
S.L. systems of this type, contractors are allowed to carry out the re-lamping
operation via special SON lamps used as direct replacements of HPMV equivalents.
Such suitably selected special SON lamps are designed to operate successfully with
existing HPMV control gear. Once again such a measure is to be used only when
the existing luminaire is confirmed to be in good condition and the item that renders
the lighting unit out of service is just the lamp. Lamps of this type shall not be used
for new works.

The technical specifications for these type of lamps are as per

Appendix 10.

3.5

Other Special Outdoor Lighting

This contract will also cover works related to new and maintenance of certain lighting of some
special nature. In general these will include:
3.5.1

Belisha Beacon and ancillary items used for pedestrian crossings
This installation shall generally comprise of the support unit, the Belisha globe, the
flashing unit, a special incandescent lamp and a metal halide reflector to illuminate
the crossing area. The installation of new complete units on identified locations shall
only be carried out after the relevant permits from the Traffic Control Board and any
other relevant Authorities are issued. The full technical specifications of the entire
complete Belisha unit are found as per Appendix 11. An interesting point is the fact
that although to date almost all the Belisha units installed on the Islands are
ORANGE colored, the specifications attached also allows for installations to be
equipped with YELLOW/AMBER colored globes. This is being done with a view to
standardize these systems according with international specifications. As regards
new installations this change should offer no problem whatsoever, nevertheless when
maintenance of Belisha units involve change of globes, contractors are to ensure that
in a system comprising of more than one (1) globe, all globes within the respective
installation shall have the same colour of globes. Belisha beacon installations made
up of one ORANGE and one YELLOW/AMBER globe units shall absolutely not be
allowed. In such a case the globe on the other side shall be replaced as well.
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3.5.2

Floodlighting of churches and historical buildings’ facades
As a general rule the upkeep and maintenance of most of these installations have
already been delegated to the respective Church Authorities or other entities. Where
this is the case the installation will then be considered as a private installation
following standing Enemalta regulations where the applicant is responsible for the
installation.

Nevertheless there might be some remote cases where floodlighting

installations may at the time of contract still fall within the responsibility of Enemalta.
When this is the case the installations will become a subject to be covered by the
Devolution and thus the clauses of this contract will thus apply. In view of these the
relevant specifications for the respective floodlighting items are also included with this
document. Appendix 12 covers the specifications for both standard reflectors and
lamps used for floodlighting.

These reflectors are normally equipped with metal

halide lamp units. In the case of such floodlighting installations, one has to point out
that apart from the standard items to be provided and installed in the demarcation box
as will be indicated, contractors are also to include a timer which shall be set to switch
off the circuit at 2300hrs.

3.5.3

Illumination of playgrounds, public gardens, parks and promenades
Once again, most of the S.L. installations falling under this category have already
been delegated to third parties and are thus considered as private installations.
Nevertheless there may be few cases where Enemalta might still at the time of
contract be the responsible entity for the maintenance of certain existing playgrounds,
public gardens, parks and lighting of promenades. Where this arises it will be taken
that the illumination systems of these areas will as part of the Devolution exercise be
passed to Local Councils as well. Fortunately enough the decorative lanterns mainly
found within such playgrounds, parks, gardens and promenades consist of two types.
One design is that known as the 'Mushroom' type decorative unit whose details and
specification are given in Appendix 13 while the other is the 'Globe' type decorative
unit covered in Appendix 14. The lamps, gear and other items comprising the lighting
unit are similar to the ones used for standard wattage lanterns and hence relevant
technical specifications attached with this document also refer.

It is clearly to be pointed out that lanterns and poles of a decorative nature (although as
already stated there are some which are presently connected directly to street lighting)
are not within Enemalta’s scope. As such Clauses 3.5.2 and 3.5.3 should only be looked at
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from the execution of Maintenance part of the Devolution exercise. New illumination projects
by means of decorative nature shall not fall under the scope of this contract. Local Councils
may still, through the professional guidance of accredited and technically qualified designers
and contractors employed by the L.C.s, opt to embark on such projects following the standard
Enemalta procedures prevailing at the time. In such situations the designer is free to choose
the types of lanterns, poles, and lamps according to sound and safe engineering practice in
line with the regulations established by Enemalta or relevant Statutory Authority.

Such

projects will then be treated as private installations.

3.6

Electrical Equipment used in Street Lighting installations

This section will outline the electrical equipment generally to be used with new and existing
standard street lighting systems.
3.6.1

Ballasts
Ballasts for use with sodium and metal halide lamps must be to the specifications
given in Appendix 15.

3.6.2

Electronic Ignition Devices (Ignitors)
Ignitors must be in accordance with the specifications given in Appendix 16.

3.6.3

Capacitors
Capacitors used to correct power factors to 0.9 or better must be in accordance with
the specifications given in Appendix 17.

3.6.4

Timers, Photocells and related contactors
The street lighting control normally comprising of timers, photocells and contactors,
shall remain part of the responsibilities of Enemalta.
As such the S.L. control gear that presently exists inside substations or may be
introduced in the future as part of Enemalta's street lighting control circuitry, will be
maintained and procured by the Corporation.
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3.6.5

Street lighting cut-outs and fuses
Every pole/column used for street lighting purposes shall be equipped with a cut-out
housing a suitably sized fuse. Each individual luminaire must be protected by a 5A
rated HRC fuse.

The cutouts shall generally follow the specifications given in

Appendix 18.
3.6.6

The Insulated 'Fuse & Link' Box
The technical Devolution of a particular S.L. installation shall only be considered
complete once an insulated 'fuse & link' box is installed next to the respective wallmounted or central hanging installation. This enclosure will act as the safe
demarcation point between the Enemalta distribution network and the S.L. circuitry
that will be maintained by the contractor employed by the Local Council/s following
the Devolution exercise. 'Fuse & link' boxes shall be installed for all new and all
existing wall-mounted or catenary luminaires. The insulated enclosure shall generally
comply with the specifications given in Appendix 19. When repair or maintenance of
the street lighting system is required, the 'fuse & link' box must allow for the safe
disconnection of the street lighting supply from the incoming Enemalta feeder. The
design of the unit shall allow the contractor to safely introduce generator supply leads
in case any testing during maintenance should be required.

3.6.7

The Insulated 'Fuse & Link' box with Residual Current Device (R.C.D)
The demarcation and protection of underground street lighting systems, normally
comprising of a number (although this is also applicable for single units) of earthed
street lighting units (single arm poles, double arm poles or whip type poles), shall be
achieved through an enclosure incorporating a fuse, a neutral link and an R.C.D. with
tripping current of 30mA. In certain specific situations the use of 100mA units may be
considered. The insulated enclosure complete with the relevant protection units shall
be in accordance with the specifications given in Appendix 20.

When repair or

maintenance on the S.L. system is required, the 'fuse & link' box must allow for the
safe disconnection of the street lighting supply from the incoming Enemalta feeder.
3.6.8

Low Voltage cables
The Low Voltage cables used for street lighting installations must be selected in
accordance with the following Table 1:
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Application

Cable Type (Conductor Size)

Underground Installations

16mm2 armoured 2-core cable in accordance with
Appendix 21 used for the supply cable.
16mm2 single core PVC insulated cable according to
Appendix 22 for earthing and bridging of cable armour
inside pole base compartments.

Wall-mounted installations

2.5mm2 double insulated 2-core cable in accordance
with Appendix 23.

Table 1: Standard Low Voltage Cable Types used for Street Lighting
Very large, new S.L. projects may entail the use of a three-phase cable. When this is the
case the standard cable used shall be 4x16mm2 XLPE insulated steel wire-armoured cable
according to Appendix 24.

3.7

Infrastructural works required for Street Lighting projects.

The standard practice adopted for new street lighting projects shall be that comprising of an
integral pole lighting design attained via single, double or whip type pole arrangement fed via
an underground cable system. Such a line of action is being followed to achieve the best
illumination for roads. The illumination design for new roads shall adamantly follow such a
policy, leaving the option of installing new wall mounted bracket arms only where a similar
existing setup already is in place and the proposed S.L. project only involves the introduction
of individual luminaires to illuminate remaining isolated dark areas. New proposals for street
lighting shall cater for adequate lighting of the whole road stretches and shall not be limited to
individual luminaire installations. Pole and trenching infrastructural works required for the
installation of new and repair/maintenance of existing relevant street lighting systems shall be
governed by the following standards:
3.7.1

Pole foundation holes

The excavation of pole foundation pits, erection and uplifting of poles shall be carried out in
accordance with Appendix 28.
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3.7.2

Trenching works

The works required for the necessary trenching and laying of underground cables shall
conform to the specifications and procedures stated in Appendix 29.

3.8

Painting of Street Lighting Furniture

It is preferred that street lighting wall mounted brackets and street lighting columns are not
painted. In principle the original color of the galvanized coating as specified in Appendices
1,2,3 and 4 shall be retained.
Nevertheless if a Local Council desires to paint the street lighting furniture (especially those
old columns which may not be galvanized and may already have some paint finish) under its
jurisdiction, it may do so provided that this exercise is done in a consistent manner choosing a
color which is suitable for such a purpose. It is to be pointed out that painting of street lighting
furniture, together with the necessary painting upkeep and maintenance does not form part of
this contract. As such Local Councils wishing to embark on such an exercise shall do so
under some other separate arrangement.

3.9

Numbering of Street Lighting furniture

The numbering of every street lighting bracket or column falling under this contract shall be
part of the responsibility of Enemalta Corporation. In fact during the survey carried out in
preparation for the Devolution exercise, the Corporation has already allocated a particular
code and number to every existing street lighting unit. Such identification number scheme
resides on a computerized database of the Corporation and any new installations shall be
considered to be integrated with this scheme.
Enemalta will be providing the identification number plate for all street lighting units under this
contract. In fact Enemalta is presently fixing the respective identification numbers on every
street lighting unit and although the exercise is quite time consuming there will surely be
areas that will be found numbered prior to actual technical devolution of units. If this shall not
be the case the actual numbering of the unit will be carried out by Enemalta personnel or
contractor while each party will be on site during actual handing over of any existing
installation (i.e. while in the process of fixing the demarcation boxes and connecting with
network) or during the connection operation for any newly introduced systems.
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The numbers fixed with the street lighting furniture shall be as stipulated by Enemalta
Corporation and under no circumstance shall the Local Council or the contractor
change the numbers to any other format without the prior consent of Enemalta
Corporation.

4

Isolation

Wall mounted and central hanging street lighting arrangements shall have a single unit of
isolation. This is achieved through an insulated enclosure (Clause 3.6.6) equipped with a
removable fuse for the phase conductor and a disconnectable/removable link for the neutral.
This 'fuse & link' box shall be installed next to each wall-mounted luminaire and at the nearest
location in case of central hanging arrangements. The 'fuse & link' box shall be sufficient for
safe isolation in the case of repair or maintenance work. In the case of single arm, double
arm or whip type street lighting units there shall be two means of isolation. Each pole/column
shall have its own individual cut out mounted in the base compartment equipped with a
suitably rated fuse, while the whole installation circuit (even if this consists of just one unit)
shall have an isolating 'fuse & link' box as per Clause 3.6.7, suitably designed to match the
rating of the circuit, equipped also with a residual current device (RCD). The relevant method
of isolation outlined in this clause shall accompany all new street lighting circuits and shall
also be introduced on all existing systems whether these being wall, central hanging or
integral column type units.

5

Protection

Irrespective of the type of installation, the protection of any lighting unit shall be achieved by
means of a 5 Amp HRC fuse. When the source of an individual lighting unit is via aerial lines
this fuse shall be housed in the respective insulated 'fuse & link' enclosure installed next to
the luminaire. In the case of street lighting poles, the fuse shall be housed in the cut out
situated within the base compartment of the pole. Street lighting systems comprising of street
lighting pole/s normally fed via underground circuits shall also in addition be protected by a
main fuse installed in the main 'fuse & link' enclosure at the beginning of the circuit. This
enclosure shall also contain a suitably rated RCD for earth fault protection. The circuit main
fuse installed shall complement the rating of the installation and shall discriminate with the
cut-out fuse where applicable. Fuses greater than 32 Amps shall not be installed.
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6

Demarcation

Although the intention of the exercise is to devolve the function of Street Lighting, Enemalta
will maintain full responsibility and sole control of its entire existing overhead line network
including the street lighting conductor and all access to its substations and feeder pillars. As
regards existing underground installed street lighting circuits each particular case will be
considered individually. Where it is found that a particular S.L. circuit is dedicated, then the
procedure to be followed will be one wherein full devolution of the particular S.L. circuit will be
carried out provided that a clear demarcation point is established between the Enemalta
source and the S.L. circuit to be delegated to Local Council.
Once the circuit is devolved Enemalta will only be responsible for the connection point, which
is the point on the main S.L. feeder from where the S.L. circuit is being sourced. Only new
installations and modified existing installations carried out in accordance with this manual will
be devolved to the L.C.s.

On Devolution the demarcation line will be the point, which

establishes the part of the S.L. system that will remain under the responsibility of Enemalta
and that which, with the devolution exercise, will fall under the responsibility of the L.C.s.
Contractors awarded with the contract shall only carry out works on the part of the S.L.
installation devolved to Local Councils.
The demarcation lines shall be:
6.1

The Enemalta supply end in the 'fuse & link' box in the case of individual wall
mounted and central hanging luminaires, as indicated in Diagram 1 (O.H
source) and Diagram 2 (U.G. source) attached with this document, and

6.2

The Enemalta supply end in the main 'fuse & link' box in the case of systems
made up of one or more integral pole illumination units fed via underground as
indicated in Diagram 3 (O.H. source) and Diagram 4 (U.G. source).

The ‘demarcation’ 'fuse & link' box must be wall-mounted, ‘out of reach’ and in accordance
with Clauses 3.6.6 and 3.6.7. If a wall surface is not available for mounting the ‘demarcation
point’ 'fuse & link' box, then the regulations in section 7.2.2 must be followed.
The demarcation box shall be solely dedicated to the particular lamp or number of
lamps in the street lighting installation, and under no circumstance whatsoever shall
any other electricity consuming item being it temporary or permanent, be connected to
such a box.
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7

New Installations

For the scope of this contract the proposal for new street lighting installations shall be
originated by the respective Local Council. The proposal shall take the form of a written
request showing details related to project and exact locations where luminaire/s are proposed
to be installed. The proposal shall contain relevant design parameters which shall include
type of lighting unit to be employed, lamp type and sizes, luminaire types and standards, and
any other requirements for street lighting furniture. Both the respective Local Council
representative making the request and the qualified technical designer responsible for
the illumination design shall endorse this written proposal.

Once the request is

complete it shall be referred to Enemalta for the necessary processing and consideration for
approval. As a general standard all new S.L. installation schemes shall be proposed via
integral pole illumination arrangement fed via underground cables.

Wall-mounted new

installations shall be limited only to situations as highlighted in Clause 3.7. The material and
procedures used for the street lighting project shall be those stipulated in this document. In
the case of integral pole illuminated, underground fed street lighting projects, infrastructural
works shall be according to Clauses 3.7.1 and 3.7.2, no tee-offs will be allowed, looping shall
be mandatory and earth continuity of the circuit shall be achieved through the continuity of
cable armour looped in every pole and terminated with an earth electrode at the source end
and any other additional suitably located earth electrode/s placed at suitably designed points
in the circuit. The number and position of the respective additional earth electrodes shall be
part of the design carried out by the contractor's certified technician and parameters of the
earthing arrangement together with protection device tests shall be included in the endorsed
application to be referred to Enemalta prior to connection with network.
Execution of works can only start once the respective approvals from Enemalta as
regards the lighting service and other Authorities as regards infrastructural works are
granted. On approval Enemalta will indicate clearly the point on the distribution network to
where the street lighting installation will eventually be connected. All works except for final
connection with the main network shall be carried out by the contractor according to the
procedures and regulations in this document. Once the approved project is finalized the
contractor working for the Local Council shall fill in the standard application (Form A)
requesting Enemalta to connect the installation with the Street Lighting network. Once
Enemalta will be satisfied with the details, arrangements will be made to connect the new
installation with the network.

All installations shall have a 'fuse & link' box of the type

mentioned in Clauses 3.6.6 or 3.6.7, which shall then act as the demarcation point between
Enemalta and Local Council as per Clause 6.
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The 'fuse & link' box together with the respective cabling and all other items on the lantern
side of the installation shall be provided and installed by the Local Council contractor. The
supply end cable shall be provided and installed by Enemalta. All connections with the
distribution network shall be carried out by Enemalta personnel. It is to be underlined
that in principle Enemalta will not switch off any circuits to accommodate works carried out
by contractors or/and their personnel working for Local Councils. Nevertheless when remote
specific cases entail special safety consideration (mainly due to configuration of lines on site),
Enemalta will fully liaise with the contractor as may be required. It is important that from the
contractor's part, work is studied before hand and enough lead-time is given to Enemalta to
make any necessary arrangements.

7.1

Lighting design and Installation Topology

Street lighting scheme designs shall generally follow criteria stipulated in BS 5489.
Illumination projects shall be designed by a qualified technical designer who together with the
Local Council representative shall endorse the relative lighting proposal submitted to
Enemalta as in Clause 7. Typical street illumination guidelines are given in Appendix 30 of
this manual. These guidelines cover the installation heights of luminaires, spacing of lighting
units and installation configuration (e.g. staggered, in-line etc.) required to achieve
illumination levels according to internationally accepted standards relevant to common road
types of standard widths prevailing on our Islands. These guidelines shall help the Local
Councils/contractors in the preparation of a realistic lighting proposal and shall act as the
main basis upon which Enemalta grants the relevant approval for the respective street lighting
projects. It is to be noted that the guidelines attached have been worked out making use of
standard material stipulated in this document. Any lighting design making use of equipment
not mentioned in this document shall not fall part of this contract.

Nevertheless Local

Councils may still put forward requests to Enemalta, for new lighting projects making use of
alternative street lighting furniture not covered in this document.

In such a case the

procedures to be followed are then outside the scope of this contract and the Local Councils
shall deal directly with Enemalta following specific arrangements set out according to already
established procedures.

7.2

Street Lighting Supply Types and Installation of Demarcation Box

Existing and new street lighting projects are normally connected to one of the following types
of electricity networks:
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i.

Extended Over Head Lines

ii.

Underground Cables which in turn are connected with overhead lines

iii.

Directly to substation low tension ways

iv.

Directly to feeder pillar low tension ways

Irrespective of the type, the individual S.L. lamp or the S.L. circuit will be considered to be
devolved only once the respective demarcation 'fuse & link' box is installed and introduced by
the contractor, and the relevant connection to the network is carried out by Enemalta.
New street lighting schemes shall be fed from the nearest suitable distribution point. This
can originate from any of the types mentioned above. It will be Enemalta's sole responsibility
to decide which is the nearest suitable street lighting distribution point. This will be indicated
to the respective contractors according to the procedure highlighted in Clause 7.
The location and installation of the respective demarcation insulated 'fuse & link' boxes shall
generally be carried out according to the following methods:
7.2.1

Wall Mounted demarcation boxes
Demarcation 'fuse & link' boxes for wall mounted or central hanging S.L. luminaires
shall be affixed to the wall surface next to or very close to the respective bracket or
suspension arrangement supporting the lantern. The design of the box shall be in
accordance with Appendix 19. Demarcation 'fuse & link' boxes for individual or multi
integral pole illumination circuits shall also be mounted on walls, but here the design
and items within the enclosure shall be as specified in Appendix 20.

In both cases

the contractor shall ensure that the box will be 'out of reach' from the ground below
and any apertures on the wall. As a standard the box shall be positioned at a safe
separation of 500mm from any electricity overhead lines.
7.2.2

Demarcation boxes mounted on free standing insulated structures
Situations may arise, especially with new underground S.L. projects, wherein for
some reason or other installation of demarcation boxes on walls may not be possible.
This may be the case when existing buildings have a private frontage (front gardens)
thus making it not practical to complete the underground installation through the
private property. In similar situations the demarcation boxes shall be mounted on
freestanding insulated structures as specified in Appendix 27. When such
arrangement is used demarcation boxes shall be lockable to ensure safety and
unauthorized access.

Both Enemalta's supply and contractor's installation circuit
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ends shall be terminated in the demarcation box and the respective definitions
already outlined for the demarcation line shall apply here as well. The items within
the box mounted on the insulated structure shall be the same as those specified in
Appendix 20.

7.3

Installation of Wall Mounted Luminaires

Wall-mounted street lighting units shall follow the specifications described in Clause 3.2.1 of
this document. The choice of the wall-mounted bracket, whether this being a pistol or harbour
type, shall depend on the type of road to be illuminated and the lantern/lamp to be used. In
any case the bracket shall be bolted to the wall using suitable fixing devices generally
conforming to technical specifications as in Appendix 25. The bracket shall be located at a
safe distance not less than 500mm from the nearest over-head supply conductor. (N.B
Normally O/H conductors are placed at a height of 2 storeys)

The bracket must be 'out-of-

reach' from the ground below and any apertures in the surface/wall. Since the bracket is 'out
of reach', there shall be no need for the bracket/luminaire arrangement to be earthed.
Each wall-mounted bracket shall be supplied via a 'fuse & link' box as specified in Appendix
19. The 'fuse & link' box must be installed as specified in Section 7.2. The live conductor
inside the 'fuse & link' box shall be fused at 5A while the neutral conductor shall be linked via
a disconnectable/removable link. The cables from Enemalta supply to the 'fuse & link' box,
and from 'fuse & link' box to luminaire shall both be 2-core 2.5mm2 double insulated as per
Appendix 23. Enemalta shall provide the supply end cable while the contractor shall take
care for the provision and installation of the circuit (lantern) side cable. The contractor shall
draw the circuit side cable through the bracket making sure that the cable is not damaged
during such an operation. One end of this cable will be terminated in the luminaire attached
at the end of the bracket while the other end will terminate in the 'fuse & link' demarcation
box. The cable shall be suitably clipped along its length via plastic clips to specification as
given in Appendix 26. On the supply side Enemalta shall provide the required length of cable
long enough to enable connection to the predetermined street lighting network point. One
end of this cable shall be terminated inside the 'fuse & link' box while the remaining length
shall be suitably clipped with the wall surface up to the connection point.
It is worth highlighting that during installation the contractor shall retain a safe
working distance from any existing aerial lines and shall never attempt to connect any
cable ends to the Enemalta supply or Enemalta street lighting network.

This

connection shall only be carried by Enemalta personnel.
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7.4

Installation of Lighting Poles

Street lighting columns shall be of the type mentioned in Clause 3.2.2. Each column shall be
provided with the standard connection facilities for the outreach arm supporting the luminaire
as specified in the relevant specifications in Appendices 3 and 4 respectively. The procedure
to be followed for the excavation and erection of the columns shall be that according to
Appendix 28. The trenching works required to lay the underground cable are described in
Appendix 24. Trenches for the underground street lighting cables are to be dug in or as close
to the footpaths/pavements as possible. The street lighting trenches must generally follow the
direction of the footpath. If the pole is at a distance from the trench, then a trench
perpendicular to the footpath must be dug to allow the U.G. cable to enter the pole.
The normal arrangement for underground supplied street lighting columns shall be a 2 core
XLPE insulated steel wire armour (SWA) and PVC sheathed 16mm2 copper cable drawn
inside 50mm plastic conduits laid in trenches excavated and backfilled to specification as in
Appendix 29. The plastic conduit arrangement for the respective underground installation
shall terminate and pass through 'pull boxes' situated in front of every column. The scope of
the 'pull boxes' is simply to aid in the drawing or removal of cable.

The approximate

dimensions of 'pull-boxes' shall not be less than 300mm X 300mm X 300mm. No electrical
connections shall be allowed inside these boxes.

When a 'pull box' is not located exactly

with the column, a piece of plastic conduit shall be used to connect the 'pull box' to the
column. 'Pull boxes' shall preferably be placed on the pavement. When this is the case the
pull boxes may be of plastic material having matching waterproof lids smoothly finished with
the surface of the pavement. When for some reason or other pull boxes have to be placed in
the carriageway just beneath the kerb, then either a preformed or a site constructed
reinforced concrete box has to be used. In such a situation the box covers shall be designed
to satisfy the requirements of the Roads Department.

Although as a standard practice pull

boxes shall be used, the respective Local Council representative or Contract Manager may
opt to bypass these in certain situations, in which case the plastic conduit ends shall stop in
front of the column and the cable is laid directly in the trench. All cable terminations and
connection work shall be carried out inside the base compartment of the column. Earthing is
achieved through the use of the cable armour. The armour shall be continuous and suitably
terminated in each column and the end/s shall be connected to suitably designed earth
electrodes. Lighting columns shall be installed vertically with the outreach arm projecting at
right angles to the kerb and towards the centre line of the road. Under normal situations
columns shall be placed at least 800mm from the kerb. Nevertheless it is acknowledged that
in some areas the situation found may preclude compliance with this requirement.
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As with the case of wall-mounted installations, integral pole lighting projects shall also be
equipped with a demarcation 'fuse & link' box. Demarcation boxes for use on integral pole
illumination projects shall be according to Appendix 20 and their installation shall follow
procedures outlined in Clause 7.2. When the installation shall consist of a single column the
phase conductor inside the 'fuse & link' box shall be fused at 10A to discriminate with the 5A
fuse installed in the cut-out inside the column base compartment.

When the installation

consists of a number of poles, the fuse rating inside the demarcation box shall commensurate
with the design load, but shall never be greater than 32 amps. The rating of the residual
current device (RCD) shall be chosen according to the installation load, but shall not be
greater than 40 amps.
The maximum tripping current of the RCD for new installations shall be 30mA. The fuse,
neutral link and RCD shall be mounted in the demarcation box preferably on a DIN rail. The
'fuse & link' box must be provided with waterproof grommets or glands of suitable diameter to
accept both the cable towards the Enemalta supply end and the outlet towards the S.L.
installation. The cables in use shall normally be 2-core 16mm2 armoured. When these
cables are erected with wall surfaces these shall be passed through metal protection pipes of
approximately 2000mm length, sealed at the top to prevent water entry and earthed with the
earthing facilities provided for the installation circuit. Irrespective of the type of installation,
the

neutral

conductor

inside

the

demarcation

box

shall

be

linked

via

a

disconnectable/removable link. It is to be pointed out that the demarcation box, fuse and
neutral links, RCD, cable from the box to the network connection point, necessary
trenchworks and all relevant terminations EXCEPT that with the Electricity supply network
shall be provided and carried out by the contractor. The approved final connection with the
network shall only be carried out by Enemalta personnel.
In the remote cases when a three-phase street lighting supply and installation is required the
gear inside the demarcation box shall be similar to that used in single phase, but of three
phase nature. When using a three-phase supply, the cable in each column shall be looped
and the columns shall be attached to a different phase in sequence, so that the load is equally
distributed across phases.

All four cores (together with the armour) shall be suitably

terminated at each column so that the lamp may be connected to any phase.

7.5

Installation of Belisha Beacon Posts

The procedure for installing posts in connection with Belisha Beacon type pedestrian crossing
shall follow that outlined in Clause 7.4. In such cases in addition to the approvals as maybe
required by the Roads Department and Enemalta, Local Councils and their contractor shall
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ensure that the relevant permit from the Traffic Control Board or any other authority
responsible for the siting of such crossings at the time is also available.

7.6

Street Lighting Tests

On completion of the new project according to approval as granted by Enemalta, the
contractor shall carry out the necessary tests as stipulated by the relevant regulations. Tests
shall include continuity, insulation, earthing and RCD tripping tests. Test results shall be
recorded in the application for connection as per Clause 7.

Once installation work and

commissioning tests are confirmed to be according to procedures as set in this document,
Enemalta personnel shall connect the installation with the network. During this operation
Enemalta personnel shall make available the electricity supply (in case connection is carried
out during daytime when street lighting network is off) in order for both parties to confirm
completion of work from their side. Once this operation is carried out satisfactorily Enemalta's
maintenance responsibility will only be the control inside substation or feeder pillars and the
actual network connection.

All maintenance of any other furniture within the newly

commissioned S.L. system shall fall within the responsibility of Local Council and
administered by the contractor working on their behalf.

8

Devolution of Existing Street Lighting

As already stated the existing street lighting systems earmarked for Devolution shall comprise
of the wall-mounted fittings, central hanging arrangements and underground fed street lighting
poles. Street lighting units mounted on poles supporting network lines, and integral street
lighting poles (single or double arm poles) which are themselves used as support for network
lines shall remain under the responsibility of Enemalta and hence shall not be devolved.
In the case of underground fed circuits, Devolution will be carried out on a circuit-by-circuit
basis. Since the majority of all underground S.L. installations are dedicated, the exercise is
envisaged to be smooth. Nevertheless there might be certain existing underground systems
where due to arrangements and conditions prevailing within the specific installation a clear
demarcation point cannot easily be achieved. Two cases in point are the installations at Sta.
Maria Estate/Qortin at Mellieha and some installations in Valletta wherein the S.L. circuit is
found to be non-dedicated and via tee-offs from a five (5) core distribution supply cable.
These, plus other similar installations which are found to be of same nature during the course
of the handover exercise, shall also be retained by Enemalta Corporation until such time
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when either the respective Local Council or Enemalta decides to modify the installations as
necessary.
Before outlining the procedures to be followed by the parties concerned in actuating the
technical devolution for each individual installation, it is worth pointing out that in the past
Enemalta used to install luminaires that were not equipped with integral gear. While in the
case of underground fed systems the gear was installed in the column base compartment
next to the cut-out, for the wall mounted and central hanging arrangements, the gear was
installed in a galvanized box generally installed close to the bracket or catenary wire supports.
The use of these galvanized 'choke boxes', as they were called, was stopped once the
luminaires installed were provided complete with integral gear.
Contractors shall thus keep in mind that the street lighting network comprises a lot of both the
integral (new) type of installations as well as the old (galvanized box) separate gear
arrangements.
Irrespective of the type encountered, whether these being wall, central hanging, or
underground fed poles with or without integral gear, in principle the technical Devolution of
existing street lighting installations shall always focus around the provision and installation of
the insulated 'fuse & link' demarcation boxes by the L.C.s contractors.

8.1

Devolution of Wall Mounted and Catenary S.L. Arrangements

The following procedure must be followed by Enemalta and L.C. before the existing wall
mounted lighting unit can be devolved:
8.1.1

Type of Luminaire
The luminaire must be according to Clause 3.2.1 or Clause 3.2.3 of this document.

8.1.2

Location of Luminaire
The wall-mounted bracket or catenary arrangement must be bolted to a surface/wall
at a safe distance from the overhead supply lines. The bracket must be 'out-of-reach'
from the ground below and any apertures in the surface/wall. When this is not the
case or when a clear sense of danger exists, such as when lines are resting on the
bracket, possible arrangements for relocation shall be made.
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8.1.3

Relocation of Luminaire
If the luminaire does not fit the criteria of Clause 8.1.2, then it must be relocated so as
to be at a safe distance from the supply lines and out of reach from the ground below
or any apertures. Any relocation work shall be carried out by the contractor in liaison
with Enemalta personnel or representative who from their end shall ensure that the
bracket is distanced from any live lines which may be touching or in very close
proximity with the respective brackets. Such relocation shall be carried once
Enemalta personnel disconnect luminaire from existing network during handover
process.

8.1.4

Installation of Demarcation 'fuse & link' box following disconnection from
supply by Enemalta personnel.
The work method to be followed for the installation of the demarcation 'fuse & link'
box shall be on the same lines as that outlined in the relevant clauses of Section 7.2
and 7.3 respectively, but in this case since luminaire is already in circuit, work shall
only be initiated after Enemalta personnel have disconnected the existing
supply cable from the street lighting network. Electrically, the 'fuse & link' box
shall be introduced in series, between the supply network and the luminaire. In the
case of luminaires having separate control gear housed in galvanized 'choke boxes',
the demarcation box shall be installed on the supply cable side between the 'choke'
box and network supply.

With the supply cable disconnected (by Enemalta

personnel) the contractor shall cut the relevant supply side cable (after being
confirmed dead) and introduce the 'fuse & link' box trying to make use of the existing
already installed length of cable where possible. The ends of the two sections of the
cut cable are then terminated in the respective terminals within the 'fuse & link' box.
When the existing installed cable is not of suitable length to allow introduction of the
'fuse & link' box, then the existing cable shall be used by the contractor for the circuit
side part and Enemalta personnel shall provide a new piece of cable to be used for
the supply end. The two sections of the cable shall be properly clipped with the wall
surface. Joints on any section of the exposed cable shall not be allowed.
8.1.5

Wiring the demarcation box
The live conductor inside the 'fuse & link' box must be fused at 5A. The neutral
conductor shall be linked through a disconnectable/removable link.
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8.1.6

Connection with Street Lighting Supply
Prior to going through the connection procedure, it is worth pointing out that situations
will be met where although luminaires are of the integral gear type, a 'choke box' may
still be present in or out of circuit.

When in such cases the 'choke box' is confirmed

to be redundant, this is removed from circuit whilst de-energized and the box together
with its contents shall be handed over to the Enemalta personnel. Once both
Enemalta personnel/representative and contractor are satisfied with their respective
part of works, Enemalta personnel will switch on the street lighting network circuit and
on confirmation that all is in order the luminaire will be considered as being Devolved.
From this point onwards Enemalta's responsibility will solely be the control and
connection with the network while all other maintenance installation works from the
Demarcation box onwards shall fall under the responsibility of the respective L.C.

8.2

Devolution of Underground fed Street Lighting Poles

Dedicated underground fed street lighting systems will be devolved to the Local Councils.
Poles which are used for supporting overhead power lines (both mains and/or street lighting)
will remain property of Enemalta Corporation and no new lighting shall be added to these
poles.

The underground fed street lighting poles shall be devolved after the contractor

working on behalf of the L.C.s installs the main demarcation box, residual current devices and
where applicable earth electrode/s.
The following procedure must be followed by Enemalta and L.C. contractor before the existing
street lighting columns can be devolved:
8.2.1

Type of installations
The street lighting columns shall generally follow specifications as described in
Section 3.2.2.

8.2.2

Earthing of Lighting Pole
Existing street lighting columns can be found fed from a number of different types of
underground circuits.

The most common configuration is having a dedicated

underground circuit (looping or tee-offs) using armoured cable. Earthing is achieved
through the continuity of armour from one pole to the other and at some point the
armour end is connected to the earth of the substation or feeder pillar end. Another
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configuration is having unarmoured dedicated cables with separate earth (normally
bare) conductor laid in the same trench.

The earth conductor is looped and

terminated in each pole within the respective installation. Although the ends of the
earth conductor should be terminated with a suitable earthing point (substation/feeder
pillar earth) cases may be found wherein earth conductor is just laid in trench. In
such circumstances a suitable earth electrode shall be installed and inserted in the
S.L. circuit by the contractor prior to Devolution of the relevant installation.
Connection between earth electrode and earth conductor shall be achieved through
the use of copper cable of size not less than 16mm2 as per specification in Appendix
22. Existing street lighting circuits using only unarmoured cables (thus having no
separate earth or armour for use as earth) can also be encountered. In cases where
PVC

conduit

arrangement

is

available

the

Contract

Manager

or

Council

2

Representative may instruct the contractor to draw a 16mm earth conductor, looping
it from one pole to another so as to provide earthing continuity of the whole group of
poles.

The earth conductor is finally terminated with an earthing point or earth

electrode as described previously. When such a measure is not practically possible
the sole earth path of the S.L. installation shall be considered (and tested) to be
provided by the section of the poles sunk in the ground.
Irrespective of the different types of earthing arrangements, prior to Devolution of any
street lighting pole system the contractor shall install a residual current device (RCD)
in the beginning of each circuit. Ideally this should have a tripping current of 30mA,
but since some existing installations may be fed via old paper insulated cables, RCDs
having a tripping current of 100mA may in such situations also be used. These RCD
units will be installed inside the demarcation box as per Clause 7.2.1.
8.2.3

Wiring and Installation of Demarcation Box
An insulated demarcation box incorporating a fuse (whose rating must commensurate
with that of the circuit, but shall not be greater than 32A), disconnectable/removable
neutral link, 30mA RCD (100mA may also be accepted in special cases) complete
with the required cabling must be installed by the contractor for every circuit
comprising of one or more street lighting poles. The location of the demarcation
boxes shall be as per Clause 7.2.1 and Clause 7.2.2 respectively. The box can either
be of the wall-mounted type or pillar type as specified in Appendix 27. It must be
installed close to the first street lighting pole of the system to be devolved. If wallmounted, the box must be bolted to a surface/wall at a safe distance greater than
500mm from the over-head supply lines and must be 'out-of-reach' from the ground
below and any apertures in the surface/wall. If the 'fuse & link' box is of the pillar type
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it must be installed on an erected frame and securely locked.

Installation shall

generally follow relevant procedure highlighted in Clause 7.4. Prior to installation, the
contractor must liaise with Enemalta personnel/representative regarding the position
of the demarcation box with respect to the existing cables.

Once agreement is

reached, contractor shall carry out the required trenching, provide and lay the
required cables according to procedures indicated in Appendix 29. When it is agreed
that cable from demarcation box shall enter the first pole of the installation, the
contractor shall do this as necessary. When the nature of work entails that insertion
point of demarcation box is to be achieved by means of underground cable joints on
the existing supply cable, the contractor shall carry out the necessary trenching and
provide the required cables, but actual jointing will be carried out by Enemalta
personnel.
8.2.4

Connection with street lighting supply
With the demarcation main 'fuse & link' box in place, Enemalta personnel shall either
carry out the necessary jointing works to introduce the demarcation box in circuit, or
else terminate the new supply end cable coming from the 'fuse & link' box to replace
the old supply cable with the network. Once it is ensured that the fuse has been
removed and the neutral link disconnected/removed the contractor can
terminate the circuit side end (if applicable) in the first pole cut-out, replacing
the original supply cable. Once above connections are made the contractor shall
carry out the relevant testing of the protection circuitry mainly the tripping of the RCD
plus any other tests prior to the actual hand over of the installation.

Once both

Enemalta personnel/representative and contractor are satisfied with the works and
tests, Enemalta personnel will switch on the S.L. circuit to test the whole circuit and
on confirmation that all is in order the installation will be considered as being
Devolved. From this point onwards Enemalta's responsibility will solely be the control
and connection with the supply network while all other maintenance installation works
from the Demarcation box onwards shall fall under the responsibility of the respective
L.C.

8.3

Devolution of Other Special Outdoor Lighting

The technical devolution of street lighting units mentioned in Section 3.5 shall follow the same
procedures as that outlined in Section 8.1 and Section 8.2 respectively. Depending on
whether the special lighting installation is of the wall type or underground fed pole
arrangement, the relevant demarcation boxes will similarly be installed by the contractor.
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8.4

Timing of handover process

Unless specific arrangements are done otherwise, the handing over works between Enemalta
and contractor working on behalf of Local Councils must be scheduled beforehand and
normally shall be carried out in daylight, on Mondays to Fridays, between 0800hrs till 1530hrs
in winter and 0800hrs till 1200hrs in summer.

9

Maintenance of Devolved Street Lighting

All necessary maintenance and general upkeep of the devolved street lighting units including
the cleaning of luminaires, replacement of lamps and faulty equipment, and maintenance of
the street lighting columns, brackets and fixtures, shall fall within the responsibility of the
Local Councils and shall be work to be carried out by the contractor according to this contract.
The contractor shall not carry out any maintenance works on circuits not equipped
with a demarcation box. When such circuits are encountered, the contractor shall
inform Enemalta Corporation so that arrangements can be made to follow the
procedures outlined in Section 8.

9.1

Maintenance Works covered by this Contract

The contractor shall have to perform maintenance on all the devolved street lighting systems
including:
i.

Mechanical maintenance of street lighting luminaires;

ii.

Electrical maintenance of street lighting luminaires;

iii.

Fault finding and repairs

iv.

Removal of surplus material

v.

General inspections

9.2

Works not covered by this Contract

The contractor working on behalf of the Local Council/s shall not perform works: i.

On the electricity source (i.e. the overhead and/or underground supply cables
connected with the supply network.

The extent of what is understood to be the
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electricity source shall be the demarcation line as shown in Diagrams 1 - 4 attached
with this document;
ii.

On arterial and distributor roads determined by the Structure Plan of the Planning
Authority;

iii.

In zones which are excluded from the competence of Local Councils in terms of
article 33 (2) of the Local Councils act (Cap. 363);

iv.

In such zones or on such items as are excluded by the legal notice from time to time;

v.

On street lighting which fall under the responsibility of the Central Government,
unless prior agreement is reached between the competent authorities and the Local
Councils, and the contractor is informed in writing.

9.3

Material used for street lighting maintenance
All material and labour required for maintaining the devolved street lighting systems
shall be provided by the contractor. Unless specifically noted in the schedule of rates,
the replacement luminaires, lamps and all other electrical and mechanical
components to be used for maintenance purposes shall conform with the
specifications as outlined in the Appendices forming part of this document.
Any specifications to be used for other materials as may be required shall be the
ones as may be specified in:
i.

The Electricity Supply Regulations 1993, and subsequent amendments

ii.

The relevant Maltese, British or European Standards

All unlisted material used shall be of the best quality available to the contractor and
shall have been approved by the Contract Manager or Local Council representative.

9.4

Maintenance work methods
All works shall be carried out in accordance with the latest Enemalta and IEE Wiring
Regulations (BS 7671).

Maintenance of the controlling circuits such as timers,

contactors and photocells shall remain part of the responsibility of Enemalta
Corporation.
The methodology for maintenance shall generally be as follows:
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9.4.1

Replacement of Luminaire
Prior to commencement of works, the electrical supply end is to be isolated by means
of the removal of fuse from the phase conductor and the disconnection/removal of
link from the neutral in the demarcation box. Following clear instructions from the
Contract Manager or Local Council representative to carry out a full luminaire
replacement operation, the contractor shall completely remove the old luminaire and
replace it with a new luminaire according to the respective specifications. All the
necessary connections from demarcation box to the luminaire shall be tested as
required and the luminaire shall be confirmed to function properly. Detailed records
including identification number of luminaire maintained, type of luminaire replaced
(type of bracket, lamp etc.) plus all relevant details pertaining to the newly installed
unit shall be kept in a format as agreed between contractor and Contract Manager for
further reference by both Contract Manager or Local Council representative and
Enemalta. Following installation, all the items shall be inspected, tested and certified
to be compliant with the standards stipulated in this document by the contractor, and
the luminaire shall be reconnected to the electricity supply by means of refitting the
fuse and neutral link.
Replacement of luminaires by higher rated type lamps shall be considered as a
new installation (not maintenance) in which case the procedure shall follow
that highlighted in Section 7 whereas Enemalta should be informed via a
proposal and application.

Local Councils or contractors working on their

behalf shall not replace existing lanterns with higher rating ones unless there is
approval by Enemalta.
Any replaced material whether faulty or still in working condition shall be clearly
labeled and retained by the contractor for necessary inspection by the Contract
Manager or Council representative. The method of labeling of replaced material shall
be as directed by the Contract Manager or Council Representative. The replaced
material shall belong to the Local Council and the contractor shall dispose of or make
use of it according to strict and clear directions by Contract Manager or Local Council
representative.
9.4.2

Refurbishment of Luminaire (Faulty Luminaire)
Prior to commencement of works, the electrical supply end is to be isolated by means
of the removal of fuse from the phase conductor and the disconnection/removal of
link from the neutral in the demarcation box. The contractor shall then establish the
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reasons for the malfunctioning of the luminaire. All necessary electrical maintenance
work shall be carried out as required by the contractor. Detailed records of faults
together with data of material used for replacement of any faulty items are to be
recorded and kept for future reference, inspections and payment purposes. Labeling
of replaced items shall be as directed by Contract Manager or Council
Representative. Following the refurbishment works, all the items shall be inspected,
tested and certified to be compliant with the standards stipulated in this document by
the contractor, and the luminaire shall be reconnected to the electricity supply by
means of refitting the fuse and neutral link.
9.4.3

Cleaning of Luminaire
This operation shall be carried out whenever a contractor attends on a luminaire to
carry out any maintenance. Cleaning shall be performed in addition to any other
works as may be necessary. Prior to commencement of works, the electrical supply
end is to be isolated by means of the removal of fuse from the phase conductor and
the disconnection/removal of link from the neutral in the demarcation box.

The

contractor shall then release the bowl retaining clips carefully and clean the
luminaire's transparent bowl from both the inside and outside. When this operation is
finalized the bowl is clipped in place, and unless other electrical maintenance work is
required the luminaire is tested as necessary prior to connecting to the electricity
source via the fuse and neutral link in the demarcation box.
Although in cases where circuit consists of multiple poles fed via underground cable
complete isolation can be achieved via removal of fuse and disconnection/removal of
link from demarcation box as per above outlined procedure, isolation of specific
circuits for selective lantern maintenance within these circuits can be carried out by
removal of the fuse from inside the cut-out placed in the base compartment of the
street lighting column.

9.5

Return of material

The contractor shall in general return all replaced and spent material to the Contract Manager
or Local Council representative. Details of what to be returned, where to store and how to
label or mark material which has been replaced shall be indicated by the Contract Manager.
Disposal of any replaced material shall only be carried out after clear instructions are given by
the Contract Manager.
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9.6

Fault Finding

Once a street lighting circuit is delegated to the Local Councils, as per procedure outlined in
Section 8, any faults occurring on Enemalta's side of the demarcation arrangement (see
Diagrams 1 - 4 attached with this document) shall still remain the sole responsibility of
Enemalta and shall thus not be dealt with by the Local Councils or their contractor. The Local
Council's shall report any such faults to Enemalta immediately so that necessary action can
be followed. From the demarcation point onwards, any fault location and repair, whether this
involves exposed or underground cable systems, shall be carried out by the contractor's
qualified technical persons who shall in turn be responsible for both the way in which works
are executed and the final result. It is to be underlined that Enemalta will not switch on
any street lighting network supplies outside the normal daily switch on periods for the
contractor to carry out any fault location exercise for maintenance of devolved street
lighting. As such if need be contractor shall make arrangements to be equipped with
alternative methods of testing in case these are deemed to be required.

9.7

General inspections

The contractors are responsible for carrying out periodic general inspections of all devolved
street lighting systems. These inspections must include but not be limited to:
i.

Inspections for mechanical and structural damages incurred by the street
lighting systems. Any findings are to be reported to the respective Local
Council or Contract Manager. Contractors shall carry out maintenance works
on street lighting systems only after being given the go ahead by the Local
Council or Contract Manager.

ii.

Inspections related with the testing of the electrical safety of the street lighting
devolved system. Such testing shall include the periodic mechanical tests
required on the installed residual current devices (RCDs) in order to verify
correct operation under any fault conditions.

10

Disposal of Waste

While the contractor shall return the replaced or spent material to the Contract Manager or
Local Councils' representative, he shall be responsible for the disposal of any material
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classified as waste by the Contract Manager plus any other waste which may have been
generated during the course of maintenance, new installations or hand over operations.
For the disposal of waste the contractor shall use only those sites which have been approved
by the Ministry responsible for the Environment in writing. In all cases the Local Council shall
not be liable for any expenses incurred by the contractor in the disposal of waste at any
particular site.

11

Quality of Service

The contractor is required at all times to perform the Service in accordance with the highest
standard of efficiency, courtesy, and cleanliness. He shall, in particular, avoid causing any
nuisance to the general public. In achieving such a service the contractor shall ensure that he
makes use of the best possible staff, plant, stock and material.

12

Assignment of work

The work to be carried out by the contractor shall be that assigned directly by the Contract
Manager/Local Council representative or that which can be directly referred to contractor
according to set procedures or agreements as may be designed by the Contact Manager or
Local Council Representative.

13

Complaints

Where the contractor has been instructed in writing by the Contract Manager or Local Council
representative to remedy any failure to comply with the Contract Documents, the contractor
shall remedy the failure within three working days of the notification, unless otherwise
requested by the Contract Manager or Local Council representative.

14

Records of Street lighting Work

In accordance with Clauses 4, 9, 10, 11 and 13 of The General Conditions of Contract for
Services, the contractor shall maintain records of all the works carried out. The way how
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records shall be kept shall be discussed and be to the satisfaction of the Contract Manager or
Local Council Representative. Such records shall be presented to the Contract Manager or
Local Council Representative whenever required for inspection or when presenting the
Monthly Statement mentioned in Clause 10 of The General Conditions of Contract for
Services. In addition the records of works shall include certification that the completed works
have been duly tested and found to be satisfactory.
The records of all the items used, whether these being for new or maintenance of street
lighting, shall apart from the purpose of payment be used to build up a history and statistical
record of the respective S.L. systems and shall act as a monitor of the condition of all
devolved system. The Contract Manager must ensure that the material and procedures used
during any work covered by this contract are to the required standards and any irregularities
are to be investigated immediately.

15

Permits

Prior to executing any work, all relevant permits issued by the relevant infrastructural entities
shall be obtained by the contractor. If the execution of any work requires the prior consent of
any party, including owners, residents and public bodies, the contractor shall ensure that such
consent is obtained prior to the execution of such work.
The contractor shall be fully responsible for any damages suffered by third parties in the
execution of any works covered by this contract.

16

Indemnity and Insurance

The contractor accepts to indemnify and hold harmless Enemalta Corporation and the Local
Council against any loss, injury to persons or damage to property including costs of legal
proceedings arising out of the actions of his employees, or sub-contractors whilst carrying out
the works contemplated in this contract.
Such indemnity shall apply in favour of Enemalta Corporation or the Local Councils both in
respect to loss, injury or damage incurred by employees, or sub-contractors of the contractor
and against any loss, injury, or damage incurred by third parties. The contractor shall take
out and maintain, at his own expense, insurance cover against any liabilities arising out of the
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operation of this contract in terms of Clause 19 of the General conditions of Contract for
Services.

17

Working Hours and Means of Contact

Normal contractor works shall generally be carried out during the normal working hours which
shall be Monday - Saturday during daylight hours, not exceeding forty (40) hours per week.
Nevertheless following agreement and authorization by the Local Council, the contractor may
be allowed to carry out works outside this said period.
It is once again being stressed that during daylight, under normal circumstances, the street
lighting supply is de-energized and Enemalta shall not be available to energize the street
lighting network for the contractor to carry out any maintenance or testing.

As such

contractors are to ensure that they have made arrangements to be equipped with alternative
methods of testing in case these are deemed to be required.
On agreement with the respective Local Councils the contractor may be authorized to carry
out maintenance works during the evening period when, under normal circumstances, the
street lighting systems are usually energized.

Whenever any works to be carried out

necessitate the assistance of Enemalta Corporation, these shall only be carried out during
Enemalta’s normal working hours.
As regards means of contact, the contractor shall have a permanent office with
communicating facilities where he or his personal representative may be contacted
during normal working hours.
After normal working hours the contractor must still provide means of being contacted in case
of any emergencies.

Emergencies mainly consist of safe removal of dangerous

poles/brackets as a result of some traffic accidents or bad weather or the restoration of supply
following a main fuse failure or RCD tripping affecting long stretches of roads. In such cases
if the contractor is not found by telephone or by any other means accepted by the Contract
Manager or Council Representative, the contractor will be liable to penalties as per Clause 32
of the General Conditions of Contract. Once found the contractor shall within a short period
of time be on site of works readily equipped for carrying out the necessary works required.
Apart from incurring the penalty mentioned, in the case the Council has to resort to other
means for carrying out the work, then all expenses shall have to be borne by the contractor.
Furthermore the Council retains the right to terminate contract if contractor does not comply
with the conditions of this contract.
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18

Qualified and Competent Personnel

As part of the Contract, the Contractor shall provide the services of:
a. A Qualified Technical Designer namely a Warranted Electrical Engineer as per
definitions, to design the relevant illumination project and to co-endorse the
proposal submitted to Enemalta as per Clause 7.
b. Personnel who will be carrying out the relevant electrical installation works.
Such personnel shall be in possession of at least a valid Enemalta Corporation
Licence “A” or an Enemalta competence certificate.
In accordance with Clause 18 of the General Conditions of Contract for Services, a list of the
above-mentioned personnel, together with other relevant details, shall be presented to the
Local Council. Should any warrant/licence be revoked by Enemalta Corporation or other
competent Authority, the contractor shall immediately inform the Local Council and shall
ensure that the person in question shall not perform any works while such revocation is in
effect. In the remote cases when the street lighting system requires a three-phase installation
the minimum requirement shall be Enemalta Corporation Licence "B" or an Enemalta
competence certificate.

19

Safety

Health and safety shall be governed by Clause 17 of the General Conditions of Contract for
Services. All installation and maintenance work is to be carried out by a qualified technical
personnel as described in Section 18. The contractor shall ensure that he will be equipped
with the required plant and tools to carry out the works in a safe manner. Whilst the list
shown below should in no way be taken as an exhaustive breakdown of what contractor
should have in his possession to carry out works safely, it is a must that contractor and his
personnel be equipped with:
i.

Tower ladders /hydraulic platforms having insulated buckets

ii.

Wooden or other insulated ladders

iii.

Insulated tools to BS EN 60900 and insulated gloves

iv.

Personal Protective Equipment (P.P.E.), which shall include, but not be limited
to helmet, safety shoes and fluorescent vests.

Contractors may be requested to demonstrate that they are equipped with the abovementioned plant, tools and material prior to be given the contract.
A point worth highlighting is the fact that contractor has to be aware that the supply side
(Enemalta's) of any street lighting installation may become energized due to Enemalta
personnel working on some undevolved systems fed from the same feeder. For this reason it
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is of utmost importance that contractor isolates his circuit via the removal of the fuse and
disconnection/removal of link from the demarcation box as highlighted in previous sections
prior to carrying out any maintenance. The specification of the demarcation box has been
designed to cater for removable fuses and disconnectable/removable neutral inks to ensure
that if the contractor follows procedures, works can be carried out in the safest conditions
possible.

20

Metering

All standard street lighting circuits shall be collectively metered inside substations. As such
normal street lighting circuits as covered by this contract shall not involve the installations of
new meters

21

Enemalta’s Role and Inspections

As already highlighted in previous sections, the Local Councils shall always submit to
Enemalta the proposals for new installations and modifications to existing schemes. Once
proposals are approved and contractor carries out work as specified, actual connection with
the network will be done by Enemalta personnel following the submission of an endorsed
application by the competent/qualified contractor. The latter shall be the technical person
responsible for the installation. This procedure shall ensure that all work will be affected to
satisfactory standards and that uniformity is maintained as much as possible.
While on devolution responsibility of street lighting will be referred to Local Councils,
Enemalta Corporation shall have the right to carry out inspections at any time to confirm that
conditions, both technical and those concerned with safety are fully adhered to. In the event
of a breach of any condition within this contract, or of the Enemalta Act, or of any other
condition or regulation relevant to such project, Enemalta Corporation shall have the right to
remove equipment or instruct the Contractor, or his personnel, to desist from carrying out
works when these are not, in Enemalta Corporation’s opinion, complying with the specified
requirements and good engineering practice. The Contractor shall provide full cooperation to
Enemalta Corporation when and if requested in such circumstances and shall give
instructions where necessary to his personnel as indicated by Enemalta Corporation. The
Contractor shall at all times and in all respect ensure that Enemalta Corporation’s instructions
to his personnel are followed. Enemalta will have the right to disconnect any street lighting
system from its supply in the event that a task is required for, say, fault location.
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22

Council Requirements

22.1

Duration of Contract

Subject to earlier termination in accordance with the provisions of the General Conditions of
Contract, the Contract period shall be for ________ as from ________ (commencement
date).

22.2

Time limits

For the case of new installations the time limit by which the contractor shall finalize the said
project shall be negotiated with the respective Contract Manager or Local Council
representative. Depending on the extent of the project, the agreed time limits will be taken as
the contract time limits and the contractor has to ensure that the installations are executed
within the specified period. Failure to do so the contractor may be penalized according to
Clause 32 of the General Conditions of Contract for Services.
For the case of maintenance, the works shall be carried out within five (5) working days
from the date of notification. Notification procedures shall be established by the Contract
Manager or Council Representative. Default in performance shall be liable to penalties as per
Clause 32 of the General Conditions of Contract. In the event that faults on a circuit are
found to originate from Enemalta's side then contractor shall ensure that he informs Enemalta
and the Contract Manager or Local Council Representative immediately. If contractor fails to
inform Enemalta or Local Council it will be considered that the fault is still a pending job to be
catered by contractor in which case the time limit will still apply. Any costs incurred by Local
Councils due to any erroneous diagnostics by the contractor (calling Enemalta when fault
results to be on the devolved installation) shall be paid for by the contractor and shall also be
considered as a default in performance and shall be rectified according to Clause 32 of
General Conditions of Contract.
For the case of emergencies, as indicated in Clause 17, the contractor shall be considered to
be available as the need may arise.

22.3

Contract Management Fee

The contractor shall be deemed to have included in the prices quoted in the tender for the
performance of services, a management fee equivalent to 5% of the total value. This sum
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shall be used by the Council for managing the Contract and under no circumstances will the
sum be passed on to the contractor entrusted with the provision of the actual service.

23

Material Specification Requirements

Apart from the technical details clearly stipulated in the respective specifications for material
to be used in this Street Lighting Contract, Tenderers are also to abide by the following
general requirements which holds for all items unless otherwise specified. Material offered by
Tenderers who do not follow these requirements may be considered as not to specification.

23.1

Technical Literature

The Tenderer shall submit technical literature in full details showing exactly what is being
offered, indicating clearly any special features as may be required in the respective
specifications. The technical literature must be in English and shall be submitted with the
Tender. The literature must be complete, organized and shall cover all the material being
requested. Tenderers may also be required to provide samples of material if need arises.

23.2

Information Schedule

Some of the Specifications included in this Contract may be accompanied by a technical
information schedule. When this is the case the Tenderer is to fill in the required details as
necessary and submit the schedules with the Offer. The information schedules are not a
replacement of the technical literature, and hence the literature pertaining to the item being
offered has to be submitted as well.

23.3

Photometric Data

Whenever the Specification calls for Photometric Data (namely when specifying lanterns or
globes) it will be required that as part of the technical literature, the Tenderer shall submit the
following information:
i.

Isolux Diagram

ii.

Utilization factor chart

iii.

Glare control data

iv.

Luminous intensity curves
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23.4

CE Marking

Electrical items offered under this Contract shall be CE marked in compliance with the
relevant EC directives No. 93/68/EEC for low voltage equipment and No. 89/336/EEC for
electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) as appropriate. The CE mark is to be correctly affixed to
the electrical equipment by the responsible person who will thus be declaring conformity with
the relevant directives. Tenderers are to submit the relevant declaration of conformity, which
guarantees authenticity and compliance to all the required standards.
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DIAGRAMS
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APPENDIX 1
SPECIFICATION FOR PISTOL TYPE BRACKETS

One piece, galvanized mild steel bracket manufactured from a hot finished steel tube of
outside diameter 33.7mm and thickness 4mm according to profile structure as in BS EN
10210-2:1997.
The bracket shall be used to support a lantern weighing approximately 18kgs fixed at its end.
The bracket shall be designed for fixing with flat wall surfaces and for this reason shall be
complete with a back plate. The back plate of approximate dimensions 380mm X 75mm X
5mm shall be welded vertically along the short bent part of the bracket as shown in drawing
DRG. No. EMC/DJ/67 attached. Clear fixing holes, 15mm in diameter, shall be drilled in the
back plate as shown.
The bracket is to have an easy curvature providing for a lantern-fixing angle of 150.

The

projection of the bracket shall be 1250mm.
All welding between tube and back plate shall be ground smooth. Brackets complete with
back plate shall be hot dipped galvanized to BSS 729 after all necessary fabrication has been
completed.
Full dimensions of typical pistol type bracket outlined in this specification are shown in
drawing DRG. No. EMC/DJ/67.
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APPENDIX 2
SPECIFICATION FOR HARBOUR TYPE BRACKETS

One piece, galvanized mild steel bracket manufactured from a hot finished steel tube of
outside diameter 42.4mm and thickness 4mm according to profile structure as in BS EN
10210-2:1997.
The bracket shall be used to support a lantern weighing approximately 18kgs fixed at its end.
The bracket shall be designed for fixing with flat wall surfaces and for this reason shall be
complete with a back plate. The back plate of approximate dimensions 760mm X 150mm X
5mm shall be welded vertically along the short bent part of the bracket as shown in drawing
DRG. No. EMC/DJ/68 attached.

A 5mm welded gusset plate between back plate and

bracket tube shall also be provided. Three clear fixing holes, 15mm in diameter, shall be
drilled in the back plate as indicated.
The bracket is to have an easy curvature providing for a lantern-fixing angle of 150.

The

projection of the bracket shall be 2000mm.
All welding between tube, back plate and gusset plate shall be ground smooth. Brackets
complete with back and gusset plate shall be hot dipped galvanized to BSS 729 after all
necessary fabrication has been completed.
Full dimensions of typical harbour type bracket outlined in this specification are shown in
drawing DRG. No. EMC/DJ/68.
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APPENDIX 3
SPECIFICATION FOR STREET LIGHTING POLES
(Overall height 9.5m - Single or double arm equivalent)

1. Tubular street lighting columns complying with BSS 5649 or equivalent. The columns
shall either be of the stepped type manufactured by welding hot finished steel tubes
having section profiles to BS EN 10210-2:1997, or else tapered formed via an
extrusion process. Tapered columns shall have a base diameter of 168.3mm and a
minimum top outside diameter of at least 88.9mm. Stepped type columns shall have
at least two steps with the base outside diameter of the bottom section being
168.3mm. The height of the bottom section of the column shall not be less than
4000mm while the top section shall have an outside diameter of at least 88.9mm.
Whether stepped or tapered the thickness of each section of the column shall be
5mm.
2. The column shall be provided COMPLETE with a demountable bracket arm. The
bracket may be single or double arm as will be indicated in the schedule.

The

bracket is to be designed as a separate item to fit over the top of the column
producing a weatherproof joint. The column-bracket mounting mechanism shall be
identical for both single and double arm arrangements (i.e. pole can be used for both
arm arrangements without the need of using any additional mounting items) and shall
be such designed as to ensure a suitable locking facility, securing firmly the bracket
to the column and achieving an anti-rotational arrangement. The mounting design
shall allow for the possibility of locking the bracket both parallel to or at right angle
with the service compartment. Details of this mounting are to be clearly shown in the
technical literature submitted with the offer.
3. The bracket is to have an easy curvature providing for a lantern-fixing angle of 15o.
The projection of the bracket shall be 2000mm and the weight of the lantern to be
fixed at the end of the bracket will be approximately 18kgs. The bracket arms shall
be manufactured from a hot finished steel tube with section profile to BS EN 102102:1997 having an outside diameter of not less than 60.3mm. The bracket shall
terminate with a plain-ended spout 140mm long and 42mm in outside diameter.
Thickness of profiles used for bracket arm shall not be less than 5mm.
4. All columns and bracket arms shall be manufactured from steel grade S355 JO to BS
EN 10025:1993 previously grade 50C to BSS 4360.
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5.

The finished column shall have an overall height of 9500mm with an average
planting depth of 1500mm. The appearance and shape of the finished column shall
be similar to that shown on the attached typical outline drawing DRG.No. EMC/ DJ/66
attached with this specification.

6. Each column shall have a service compartment situated 2500mm from the base of
the column. This service compartment shall be 400mm high by 100mm wide and
shall be covered by a door giving protection to IP33. The door shall be fitted with a
tamper proof universal lock. The compartment shall be provided with means for
attaching electrical equipment.

A baseboard manufactured from material that is

substantially non-hygroscopic and rot resistant shall be fitted in the compartment. An
earthing terminal consisting of an M8 bolt and nut arrangement shall also be
provided.

The length of bolt shall be such to accommodate the termination of

2

2x70mm (maximum) compression copper lugs back to back.
7. A cable entry slot 150mm X 75mm is to be provided 1000mm from the base of the
column.
8. A plate is to be welded to the column at a distance of approximately four (4) metres
from the bottom end. The year of manufacture (in four digits) is to be displayed on
the plate. The size of each character is not to be less than 15mm X 15mm. The
numbers are to be punched or engraved on the plate in such a way that it will be
legible after galvanizing.
9. All welding on joints between sections of pole and on identification plate is to be
ground smooth.

Poles are to be hot dipped galvanised to BSS 729 after all

fabrication and slot cutting has been completed.
10. After galvanising, the bottom 1800mm of the column is to be further protected against
corrosion as follows:
i)

The bottom of the column shall be treated with an external and internal
application of heavy-duty bitumen.

ii)

The outside of the pole shall further be wrapped in a membrane or jacket of
bitumen/resin/fibreglass composition to a thickness of 4mm, in order to provide
mechanical protection against corrosion. Necessary arrangements shall be made
for the cable entry slot to be made easily available on the finished column.

Full dimension details of typical single/double arm lighting columns outlined in this
specification are shown in drawing DRG.No. EMC/DJ/66.
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APPENDIX 4
SPECIFICATION FOR STREET LIGHTING POLES
Overall height 6m - Whip type equivalent

1. Tubular street lighting columns complying with BSS 5649 or equivalent. The columns
shall be of the stepped type manufactured by welding hot finished steel tubes having
section profiles to BS EN 10210-2:1997. The column shall have at least two sections
with the base outside diameter of the bottom tube being 114.3mm. The height of the
bottom section of the column shall not be less than 3000mm and the top section shall
have an outside diameter of at least 60.3mm. The thickness of each section of the
column shall be 5mm.
2. The column shall be provided COMPLETE with a single arm bracket. The bracket
may be manufactured as part of the column or else be of the demountable type. If the
bracket is to be designed as a separate item it must fit over the top of the column
producing a weatherproof joint.

In such a case the column-bracket mounting

mechanism shall be such as to ensure a suitable locking facility, securing firmly the
bracket to the column and achieving an anti-rotational arrangement. The mounting
design shall allow the possibility of locking the bracket both parallel to or at right angle
with the service compartment. Details of this mounting are to be clearly shown in the
technical literature submitted with the offer.
3. The bracket is to have an easy curvature providing for a lantern-fixing angle of 15o.
The projection of the bracket shall be 1250mm and the weight of the lantern to be
fixed at the end of the bracket will be approximately 18kgs. The bracket arm shall be
manufactured from a hot finished steel tube with section profile to BS EN 102102:1997 having an outside diameter of not less than 60.3mm. The bracket shall
terminate with a plain-ended spout 140mm long and 34mm in outside diameter.
Thickness of profiles used for bracket arm shall not be less than 5mm.
4. All columns and bracket arms shall be manufactured from steel grade S355 JO to BS
EN 10025:1993 previously grade 50C to BSS 4360.
5. The finished column shall have an overall height of 6000mm with an average planting
depth of 900mm. The appearance and shape of the finished column shall be similar
to that shown on the attached typical outline drawing DRG.No. EMC/DJ/65 attached
with this specification.
6. Each column shall have a service compartment situated 1900mm from the base of
the column. This service compartment shall be 400mm high by 85mm wide and shall
be covered by a door giving protection to IP33. The door shall be fitted with a tamper
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proof universal lock. The compartment shall be provided with means for attaching
electrical equipment. A baseboard manufactured from material, which is substantially
non-hygroscopic and rot resistant shall be fitted in the compartment. An earthing
terminal consisting of an M8 bolt and nut arrangement shall also be provided. The
length of bolt shall be such to accommodate the termination of 2x70mm2 (maximum)
compression copper lugs back to back.
7. A cable entry slot 150mm X 75mm is to be provided 400mm from the base of the
column.
8. A 200mm X 60mm identification plate is to be welded to the column at a distance of
approximately 3000mm from the bottom end. The year of manufacture (in four digits)
is to be displayed on the plate. The size of each character is not to be less than
15mm X 15mm. The numbers are to be punched or engraved on the plate in such a
way that it will be legible after galvanizing.
9. All welding on joints between sections of pole and on identification plate is to be
ground smooth.

Poles are to be hot dipped galvanised to BSS 729 after all

fabrication and slot cutting has been completed.
10. After galvanising, the bottom 1200mm of the column is to be further protected against
corrosion as follows:
i)

The bottom of the column shall be treated with an external and internal
application of heavy-duty bitumen.

ii)

The outside of the pole shall further be wrapped in a membrane or jacket of
bitumen/resin/fibreglass composition to a thickness of 4mm, in order to provide
mechanical protection against corrosion. Necessary arrangements shall be made
for the cable entry slot to be made easily available on the finished column.

Full dimension details of typical 6m single arm lighting columns outlined in this specification
are shown in drawing DRG.No. EMC/DJ/65.
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APPENDIX 5
SPECIFICATION FOR CATENARY LUMINAIRES

Road lighting luminaire designed for central suspension and for use with one 250W highpressure sodium vapour (SON) lamp. The luminaire shall be complete with integral gear and
catenary hanger. The luminaire shall comply with BS EN 60598-2-3 and shall be designed for
the illumination of roads in accordance with and as defined in BS 5489: Parts 1, 2 and 3.
Mounting heights shall be 8-9m. The luminaire will be used in a system with nominal supply
voltage of 240V (and operate satisfactorily with a ± 6% variation), 50Hz. The respective
control gear shall also be rated for this voltage.
The body of the luminaire shall comprise of an aluminium, GRP (glass-fibre reinforced
polyester) or acrylic housing supporting a refractory polycarbonate or acrylic bowl designed
for standard optics. The bowl shall be made of material resistant to ultra violet (UV) radiation
and vandal proof. It shall be secured to the canopy via stainless steel clips and the body
design shall be such that the bowl is hinged to the canopy in such a way that it will remain
suspended safely when opened for relamping or inspection.

The canopy shall house a

reflector and a ceramic E40 lamp holder. The bowl and reflector characteristics shall be
designed for operation with 250W/E40 lamp base tubular SON lamp to BS EN 60662. The
integral gear compartment shall allow for easy maintenance of the respective circuit units.
The integral units shall comprise of a ballast to BS EN 60922 and BS EN 60923, an ignitor to
BS EN 60927 and a suitably sized capacitor to BS EN 61048 and BS EN 61049 to achieve a
power factor correction of 0.9 or better. Whether part of the gear compartment or mounted
otherwise, the luminaire shall have a connection box which allows for easy electrical source
connection. The electrical supply shall be fed via a 2 x 2.5mm2 PVC insulated and sheathed
round copper cable with 9mm diameter and hence the connection box shall be suitably
designed to accommodate this cable. The luminaire shall be ready wired with heat resistant
wires and the protection against electric shock shall be ClassII. The minimum degrees of
protection to BS EN 60529 shall be IP 54 for the lamp compartment and IP 43 for the control
gear compartment.
Since the luminaire is for suspension use, the overall parts design must be such that proper
balance of the whole unit is ensured. The hanger/suspension system provided must be
suitable for mounting on steel cables of 6 to 12mm diameter. The system shall preferably
comprise of a stainless steel suspension bracket which allows for proper luminaire
positioning.
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APPENDIX 6
SPECIFICATION FOR ROAD LIGHTING SIDE ENTRY LANTERNS

1

General Requirements

1.1

Standards

The latest edition of the following list of BS standards (or equivalent IEC standards) is to be
made use of by the contractor. The lanterns are required to comply with the requirements set
out in these standards, unless particular requirements are defined in this specification.

BS EN 60 598-2-3

Luminaires.

Specification for luminaires for road and street

lighting.
BS 5489 Part 1

Road Lighting. Guide to the general principles.

BS 5489 Part 3

Code of practice for lighting of subsidiary roads and associated
pedestrian areas.

BS EN 60529

Specification for classification of degrees of protection provided
by enclosures

BS EN 60 662

High pressure sodium vapour lamps.

BS EN 60 192

Low pressure sodium vapour lamps.

BS EN 60 922

Specification for ballast

BS EN 60 923
BS EN 60 927

Specification for ignitor

BS EN 61 048

Specification for capacitor.

BS EN 61 049

1.2

Ambient conditions

The lanterns should be designed and manufactured to take into account the following local
ambient conditions. The maximum ambient shade temperature is to be taken as 45°C and
the minimum as 2°C. The relative humidity varies between 30 % and 70 %, averaging 65 %,
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but humidity as high as 95 % has been registered. The lanterns may be located in dust-laden
areas, and may be installed in locations where the atmosphere is sea water spray laden.
2.

Specification

2.1

Standard and Location of Lanterns

The lanterns shall comply with BS EN 60 598-2-3, and shall be designed for illumination of
subsidiary roads in accordance with and as defined in BS 5489: Parts 1 and 3.
2.2

Mounting

The lanterns are to be suitable for side entry mounting at a height of:
6 metres for 70W high-pressure sodium (SON) lanterns
8 metres for 150W & 250W high-pressure sodium (SON) lanterns
8 metres for 90W low-pressure sodium (SOX) lanterns
The lanterns will be affixed to brackets arms having outside diameters of 34mm in the case of
70W high-pressure sodium and 43mm for the other three lantern types. All equipment fixing
the lantern to the bracket arms shall be non-corrodible metal.
2.3
i.

Lantern Construction
Lanterns are to have a clear refractory polycarbonate or acrylic bowl for standard
optics. The bowl material shall be resistant to ultra-violet radiation, and vandal proof.
The minimum degrees of protection according to BS EN 60 529 shall be as follows for
lanterns with separate lamp and control gear compartments:

ii.

Lamp compartment

IP 54

Control gear Compartment

IP 43

The bowl shall be secured to the canopy by stainless steel clips. The bowl shall be
hinged to the lantern body so that it will remain suspended safely when open.

iii.

The reflector shall be made of high purity aluminium.
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iv.

The control gear shall be integrated with the lantern and access to this compartment
shall be from the top.

2.4

Supply Voltage

The lanterns will be used with a nominal supply voltage of 240 V (and operate satisfactorily
with a +/- 6% variation), 50 Hz. Control gear will be rated for this voltage.
2.5

Lamps

The respective lanterns shall be designed to accommodate the lamps listed below:
i.

70W tubular high-pressure sodium lamps to BS EN 60 662 with lamp base type E27.

ii.

150W tubular high-pressure sodium lamps to BS EN 60 662 with lamp base type
E40.

iii.

250W tubular high-pressure sodium lamps to BS EN 60 662 with lamp base type
E40.

iv.

90W tubular low-pressure sodium lamps to BS EN 60 192 with lamp base type B22d.

All lanterns supplied must have reflector and bowl characteristics designed for the respective
type of lamp listed above and equipped with CERAMIC lamp holders.
2.6

Control gear

The control gear shall be integral with the lantern and shall comprise of:
i.

Ballast to BS EN 60 922 and BS EN 60 923

ii.

Ignitor to BS EN 60 927

iii.

Capacitor to BS EN 61 048 and BS EN 61 049

iv.

Connecting block

The capacitor shall correct the power factor to a minimum of 0.9.
Lanterns shall be ready wired with heat resistant wires and the protection against electric
shock shall be to Class II.
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APPENDIX 7
SPECIFICATION FOR LOW PRESSURE SODIUM LAMPS (SOX)

Low-pressure sodium vapour discharge lamps manufactured and tested to BS EN
60192:1993 or equivalent. The wattage of the lamps shall be 90W. Lamps are to be suitable
for operation in a 240 Volt, 50 Hz system in conjunction with control gear consisting of a
ballast to BS EN 60922:1997 and BS EN 60923:1996, ignitor to BS EN 60927.1997, and a
power factor correction capacitor to BS EN 61048:1993 and BS EN 61049:1993.
Lamps shall be fitted with a B22d bayonet type cap. The wattage and name of manufacturer
shall be indelibly marked on each lamp. Lamps that include a date marking feature initiated
when lamp is installed in order to evaluate the lifetime of the lamps will be preferred. The
lamps should have an initial luminous flux greater than 12700 Lumens.

For a 10-hour

switching cycle, the lamps are to have minimum survival / lumen maintenance characteristics
as in the graph shown below: -
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APPENDIX 8
SPECIFICATION FOR HIGH PRESSURE SODIUM LAMPS (SON)

Tubular high-pressure sodium vapour discharge lamps suitable for operation in conjunction
with appropriate control gear (ballast to BS EN 60922: 1997 and BS EN 60923: 1996, power
factor correction capacitor to BS EN 61048: 1993 and BS EN 61049: 1993 and electronic
ignitor to BS EN 60927. 1997) in a 240V, 50 Hz system. Wattage and respective caps of the
lamps shall be:
i. 70 Watts with E27 Cap
ii. 150 Watts with E40 Cap
iii. 250 Watts with E40 Cap
Lamps are to be manufactured and tested to BS EN 60662: 1993 or equivalent. In the latter
case equivalence of standards should be provided. The wattage and name of manufacturer
shall be indelibly marked on each lamp. Lamps that include a date marking feature initiated
when lamp is installed in order to evaluate the lifetime of the lamps will be preferred. The
average life of the lamps for 50% mortality should be better than 28500 hours. For a 10-hour
switching cycle, lamps are to have minimum survival lumen maintenance characteristics as
shown in the graph below.

Lamps are to have minimum initial luminous flux values as follows:
1

70 W

5,800 Lumens

2

150W

14,000 Lumens

3

250W

27,000 Lumens
Table 1
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APPENDIX 9
SPECIFICATION FOR HIGH PRESSURE MERCURY VAPOUR (HPMV) LAMPS

High-pressure mercury vapour (HPMV) discharge lamps manufactured and tested to BSS
3677:1989 or equivalent. Lamps are to be suitable for operation in conjunction with control
gear (Ballast to BS EN 60922:1991 and BS EN 60923:1996 and power factor correction
capacitor to BS EN 61048:1993 and BS EN 61049:1993) in a 50 Hz, 240 Volt systems.
Lamps are to be rated 125W and are to be durably marked with the rated wattage, name of
the manufacturer and date. Lamps are to be fitted with a three pin, bayonet cap designated
B22d-3 to BS EN 60061 - 1: 1993.
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APPENDIX10
SPECIFICATIONS FOR SPECIAL HIGH PRESSURE SODIUM (SON) LAMPS TO BE USED
AS DIRECT REPLACEMENT OF EXISTING HIGH PRESSURE MERCURY VAPOUR
(HPMV)

High pressure sodium (SON) lamps suitable for operation in conjunction with existing control
gear for high pressure mercury vapour (HPMV) lamps in a 240V, 50 Hz system. Control
gear consists of a ballast manufactured to BS EN 60922:1991 and BS EN 60923:1991
and power factor correction capacitor manufactured to BS EN 61048:1993 and BS EN
61049:1993.

Lamps are to be suitable for direct replacement of high-pressure mercury

vapour (HPMV) lamps rated at:
i.

250 Watts, fitted with screw cap designated E 40 to BS EN 60061-1:1993.

ii.

400 Watts, fitted with screw cap designated E 40 to BS EN 60061-1:1993.

The sodium lamp used should operate without any alteration to existing HPMV circuitry.
Lamps are to be durably marked with the rated wattage, name of manufacturer and date.
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APPENDIX 11
SPECIFICATION FOR BELISHA BEACON COMPLETE UNITS

This specification covers all the items required for the provision of a complete Belisha Beacon
Unit.
Item 1: Post
A two section, large base, steel pole, rust proofed and painted black/white as indicated in
DRG.No.EMC/DJ/82. The base section shall be 1600mm high and shall have a minimum
outside diameter of 114.3mm. The upper section shall consist of a straight post 1400mm high
manufactured from a 76.1mm outside diameter tube. All sections shall be manufactured from
hot finished steel tubes to BS EN 10210-2:1997 with thickness not less than 5mm. The
overall length of pole shall be 3000mm with a planting depth of 600mm. The pole shall have
a service compartment situated 1000mm from the base of the pole. This compartment shall
be 400mm high and 85mm wide, and shall be covered by a door giving protection to IP33.
The door shall be fitted with a tamper proof universal lock.

The compartment shall be

provided with means for attaching electrical equipment. A baseboard manufactured from
material, which is substantially non-hygroscopic and rot resistant shall be fitted in the
compartment. An earthing terminal consisting of an M8 bolt and nut arrangement shall also
be provided. The pole shall have two cable entry slots. The lowest slot, 150mm x 50mm, is to
be provided 300mm from the bottom end to allow entry of underground cable feeder. The
other slot of approximately 15mm diameter shall be placed approximately 200mm from the
top of pole and will be used to allow entry of cable (2 x 2.5 sq mm) feeding the reflector to be
attached with the pole. The top slot shall be such designed to avoid any ingress of water.
For this reason watertight slot grommets shall be provided. The pole shall also be equipped
with a collar fixed approximately 250mm from top of pole. This will be used for mounting a
reflector specified as Item 6 below.

Item 2: Gallery
Black finished, aluminium anti-vandal gallery complete with drain holes and stainless steel
fixing screws. The gallery shall be generally suitable for mounting on 76mm posts and shall
be provided complete with a ceramic, bayonet B22d lamp holder fixed on an anti-vibration
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support mechanism and any connectors required for cable terminations. The gallery collar
shall be suitable for securely holding and fixing of standard 300mm diameter globes.
Item 3: Globes
The globes shall be vandal proof, Orange, Yellow or Amber coloured, 300mm in diameter
having either a formed neck suitable for fixing onto a standard gallery or equipped with some
special attachment to be fixed directly with the Belisha Beacon post. In case globes provided
do not require a gallery then the globe attachment arrangement must cater for the ceramic
bayonet lamp holder and other connection items/details as may be required for operation of
the whole unit. The globes shall be unbreakable and preferably be of two-piece design. Any
screws used for keeping the pieces together shall be made of copper or stainless steel.
Item 4: Flasher Units
The flasher unit shall operate in a network with nominal voltage of 240 ± 6% and frequency
50Hz.

It shall have a flashing rate in the region of 48 flashes per minute and shall be

designed for a maximum rating of 500-Watts lighting load.

Its design shall allow for

synchronization with other similar units. The flasher unit shall have fixing holes for the proper
installation inside the base compartment of a large base post or within the globe arrangement
in the straight post option.
Item 5: Special lamps
The lamp within the globe shall be of special design having more filament supports thus
making it suitable for traffic signal units prone to a number of vibrations. The lamp shall be
fitted with a bayonet B22d cap and its rating shall be 60 Watts. The lamp shall have special
support mounting to overcome vibrations, a non-sag filament made of the highest grade
tungsten suitable to absorb volt surges, and heavy-duty lead wires all contributing to
increasing the working life of the lamp to up to 16,000 hours of service. Alternative special
lamps guaranteeing a similar long service life and which can be fitted on the same lamp
holder will also be considered.

Item 6: Floodlight with built in control gear
Weatherproof, compact floodlighting lantern complete with built-in control gear. Lantern is to
be suitable for use with double ended, metal halide tubes rated at 70 Watts and is to be
supplied completely wired. Design is to be such that lamp replacement can easily be made.
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The fitting should be resistant to corrosive effects from sea spray and industrial environment.
The cradle and base are to have devices to enable vertical angle adjustments to be carried
out. Lantern is to be fitted with a heat resistant toughened front glass and supplied complete
with terminal block and cable entry gland. The fitting is to have an IP protection value in the
region of 55 and class II electrical insulation. The floodlight shall be installed in a 240 ± 6%
Volts, 50 Hz single-phase system.
Item 7: 70W Metal Halide Lamps.
Double ended tubular metal halide lamps manufactured and tested generally to BS EN
61167: 1995 rated at 70 Watts. Lamps are to be suitable for operation in conjunction with
control gear (Ballast to BS EN 60922:1991 and BS EN 60923: 1996, power factor correction
capacitor to BS EN 61048:1993 and BS EN 61049: 1993, ignitor to BS EN 60926:1996 and
BS EN 60927:1991) in a 50 Hz 240 Volts system. Lamps are to be durably marked with
the rated wattage, name of manufacturer and date. Double ended lamps shall be according to
Data sheet 1167-IEC 2050, fitted with RX7s caps and having a correlated colour temperature
K 3000.

.
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APPENDIX 12
SPECIFICATIONS FOR METAL HALIDE FLOODLIGHTS AND LAMPS

SPECIFICATION A: FLOODLIGHTS
Weatherproof wide beam floodlights for use with 400Watts metal halide lamps in a 240V, 50
Hz system. Floodlights are to consist of a cast aluminium corrosion resistant body housing,
and high-grade aluminium reflector. The design is to be such that lamp replacement and
adjustment of the floodlight in the vertical plane can easily be made.
Floodlights are to incorporate a control gear compartment and are to include the necessary
ceramic/porcelain lamp holder (E 40), internal wiring, a cable entry bush and terminal block.
Floodlights are to be supplied with the internal control gear consisting of a ballast to BS EN
60922:1997 and BS EN 60923:1996, a capacitor to BS EN 61048:1993 and BS EN
61049:1993, and an ignitor to BS EN 60926:1996 and BS EN 60927:1997. These items shall
be installed and completely wired. Floodlights shall have a protection of I.P. 55 or better and
shall have a Class II type of electrical insulation that will render the unit safe when used
without an earth connection.

SPECIFICATION B: 400W METAL HALIDE LAMPS.
Tubular metal halide lamps generally manufactured and tested to BS EN 61167:1995 rated at
400 Watts. Lamps are to be suitable for operation in conjunction with control gear (Ballast to
BS EN 60922:1997 and BS EN 60923: 1996 and power factor correction capacitor to BS EN
61048:1993 and BS EN 61049: 1993) in a 50 Hz 240 Volts system. Lamps are to be durably
marked with the rated wattage, name of manufacturer and date. Lamps are to be fitted
with screw cap designated E40. Approximate dimensions of lamps are 283 mm length and
47mm diameter.
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APPENDIX 13
SPECIFICATION FOR 'MUSHROOM' TYPE POST TOP LANTERNS

Outdoor type, post-top lanterns, generally as per drawing DRG. No. EMC/XZ/97 and suitable
for use with 70 Watt SON lamps in a 240V, 50 Hz system.

Lanterns are to have corrosion

resistant metal parts and a vandal resistant high impact diffuser. The diffuser is to be U.V.
resistant.
The fittings are to be equipped with an E 27 ceramic lamp holder and are to be provided with
a two way terminal block and separate earth terminal.

The lantern shall be complete with

power factor correction capacitor to BS EN 61048:1993 and BS EN 61049:1993, ballast to BS
EN 60922:1997 and BS EN 60923:1996, and an ignitor to BS EN 60926:1996 and BS EN
60927:1997 all suitable to operate in conjunction with the lamp indicated above. These units
are to be wired via high temperature resistant cable and terminated in the terminal block.
Lanterns with control gear for use with self-igniting lamps (i.e. without ignitor) are NOT
acceptable. The lantern shall have a suitable outdoor IP degree of protection.
Mounting sockets of lantern shall be suitable for installation on metal posts having 75 mm
outside diameter.
Typical dimensions of 'MUSHROOM' type post top lanterns outlined in this specification are
shown in drawing DRG. No. EMC/XZ/97.
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APPENDIX 14
SPECIFICATION FOR WHITE GLOBES

Opal white finish unbreakable globes suitable for use on lighting columns. Globes are to have
an approximate overall diameter of 400 mm and a lip diameter of approximately 170 mm.
Globes are to be suitable for use with SON lamps rated up to 70 Watts and are to be supplied
complete with a gallery suitable for mounting on 60mm diameter poles and equipped with E27
ceramic lamp holders.
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APPENDIX 15
SPECIFICATION FOR BALLASTS

Ballasts complying with BS EN 60922:1997 and BS EN 60923:1996 or equivalent. Ballasts
are to be suitable for use in a 240 Volts 50 Hz system, in conjunction with one of the following
type of lamps:
i.

70 Watts high pressure sodium (SON) lamps to BS EN 60662:1993

ii.

150 Watts high pressure sodium (SON) lamps to BS EN 60662:1993

iii.

250 Watts high pressure sodium (SON) lamps to BS EN 60662:1993

iv.

90 Watts low pressure sodium (SOX) lamps to BS EN 60192:1993

v.

70 Watts metal halide lamps to BS EN 61167:1995

vi.

400 Watts metal halide lamps to BS EN 61167:1995

The above ballasts shall generally be used to replace faulty units in existing installations and
thus will eventually be installed in lanterns provided with dedicated control gear compartment.
Since existing lanterns are not of the same type, ballasts used for maintenance purposes
shall have minimum dimensions possible. Ballasts are to be tapped preferably from 200V to
250 Volts in not less than three steps. Cable entry holes are to be suitably shrouded. Typical
maximum ballast dimensions are indicated in the attached drawing EMC/DJ/32.
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APPENDIX 16
SPECIFICATION FOR ELECTRONIC IGNITION DEVICE

Electronic ignition device suitable for use in conjunction with ballasts to BS EN 60922: 1997
and BS EN 60923: 1996 in a 50 Hz, 240 Volts system, and suitable for the operation of the
following type of lamps:
i.

70 Watts high pressure sodium (SON) lamps to BS EN 60662:1993

ii.

150 Watts high pressure sodium (SON) lamps to BS EN 60662:1993

iii.

250 Watts high pressure sodium (SON) lamps to BS EN 60662:1993

iv.

70 Watts metal halide lamps to BS EN 61167:1995

v.

400 Watts metal halide lamps to BS EN 61167:1995

The ignitors shall generally be used to replace faulty units in existing installations and thus will
eventually be installed in lanterns provided with dedicated control gear compartment. Since
existing lanterns are not of the same type, ignitors used for maintenance purposes shall have
minimum dimensions possible. Cable entry holes are to be suitably shrouded.
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APPENDIX 17
SPECIFICATION FOR POWER FACTOR CORRECTION CAPACITORS

Capacitors manufactured and tested to BS EN 61048:1993 and BS EN 61049:1993 or
equivalent. Capacitors shall form part of lamp circuits containing ballasts conforming with BS
EN 60922:1997 and BS EN 60923:1996, ignitors and lamps as indicated below. The
capacitors shall be used for power factor correction purposes and the typical capacitor sizes
for each type of lamp shall generally be according to the Table shown hereunder.

Type of lamp

Typical size

i.

70 Watts high pressure sodium (SON) lamps to BS EN 60662:1993

12.5 µF

ii.

150 Watts high pressure sodium (SON) lamps to BS EN 60662:1993

20 µF

iii.

250 Watts high pressure sodium (SON) lamps to BS EN 60662:1993

30 µF

iv.

90 Watts low pressure sodium (SOX) lamps to BS EN 60192:1993

v.

70 Watts metal halide lamps to BS EN 61167:1995

10 µF

vi.

400 Watts metal halide lamps to BS EN 61167:1995

30 µF

10 - 20 µF

Capacitors are to be bound in extruded aluminium/plastic canisters with shrouded terminals or
else the capacitors are to be supplied with insulated leads. Capacitors are also to be fitted
with a discharge resistor and they are to be supplied with clips for mounting purposes.
The above capacitors shall generally be used to replace faulty units in existing installations
and thus will eventually be installed in lanterns provided with dedicated control gear
compartment.

Since existing lanterns are not of the same type, capacitors used for

maintenance purposes shall have minimum dimensions possible. Capacitors are to be rated
for continuous operation in a 240V 50Hz system.
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APPENDIX 18
SPECIFICATION FOR STREET LIGHTING FUSE UNITS (CUT-OUTS)

Street lighting fuse units rated at approximately 25 Amps for use in a 240 V 50 Hz system.
Units are to be suitable for installation in street lighting columns according to specifications
covered in APPENDIX 3 and APPENDIX 4 respectively. Units are to suitably fit in the base
compartments indicated in the relevant lighting column specification, allowing for easy
termination and handling of both the supply looping cables and the circuit wires.
Although other types of arrangements may be considered, the preferred arrangement of the
street lighting units shall generally consist of a fuse base and carrier fitted with offset tag type
fuse links with 38 mm fixing centres rated at 5 Amps and manufactured to BSS 88, and a
neutral link, interlocked to a looping chamber.
Irrespective of arrangement the units shall be provided with twin incoming terminals to allow
for looping of cables and single outgoing terminal.

Each terminal shall be designed to

accommodate up to 16 sq mm-stranded copper conductors. The unit shall always have a
fuse rated at 5 Amps.
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APPENDIX 19
SPECIFICATION FOR 'FUSE & LINK' BOX FOR WALL MOUNTED LUMINAIRES

For the case of wall-mounted luminaires, where there will be no need for earthing of the
bracket, the 'fuse & link' box referred to in the document shall generally consist of the
following:
An enclosure made up of an insulated material housing, preferably GRP (glass fibre
reinforced polyester) or acrylic, capable to withstand direct ultra violet (U.V.) radiation. In
principle the enclosure shall house a removable fuse and disconnectable/removable link unit.
The design of the unit shall preferably be of 2 pole modular type suitable for mounting on an
EN 50022 rail supplied within the enclosure. The 2 pole modular fuse carriers shall preferably
conform to IEC 60269-2/21. One carrier shall be supplied complete with a 10 x 38 mm, 5A
rated removable fuse while the other shall contain a 10 x 38 mm disconnectable/removable
neutral link.
The enclosure must be entirely without feed through metal parts and suitable for
accomplishing the conditions of double insulation required by EN 60439-1. The enclosure
must be fitted with two cable glands, fixed at the bottom, suitable for the termination of a 2
core 2.5 sq mm PVC insulated supply cable. The complete enclosure, including the cable
glands and any other mounting gear shall be watertight and suitable for surface mounting with
a minimum degree of protection to BS EN 60529 of IP 55.

Contractors are to note that although 'fuse & link' boxes as per above specification will be
preferred, any offers with some other alternative design, but which adhere to the main
principle of having a removable fuse and disconnectable/removable link unit within an
insulated watertight enclosure may also be considered.
Contractors will be requested to provide a sample of the complete 'fuse & link' box
being offered.
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APPENDIX 20
SPECIFICATION FOR 'FUSE & LINK' BOX WITH RESIDUAL CURRENT DEVICE (RCD)
FOR UNDERGROUND FED STREET LIGHTING COLUMN/S INSTALLATIONS

For the case of underground fed street lighting column/s installations where means of
earthing as outlined in Clause 8.2.2 exist, the demarcation box shall consist of an insulated
enclosure housing a removable fuse, disconnectable/removable neutral link and a residual
current device (RCD). The arrangement shall preferably be made up of the following design:
An enclosure made up of an insulated material housing, preferably GRP (glass fibre
reinforced polyester) or acrylic, capable to withstand direct ultra violet (U.V.) radiation. In
principle the enclosure shall house a removal fuse, a disconnectable/removable link and an
RCD. The design of the fuse & link unit shall preferably be of 2 pole modular type suitable for
mounting on an EN 50022 rail supplied within the enclosure.

The 2 pole modular fuse

carriers shall preferably conform to IEC 60269-2/21. One carrier shall be supplied complete
with a 10 x 38 mm removable fuse while the other shall contain a 10 x 38 mm
disconnectable/removable neutral link. The fuse rating shall commensurate with the design
load of the circuit, but shall never be greater than 32 Amps.
The residual current device shall also be mountable on the EN 50022 rail. The current rating
of the RCD shall not be higher than 40A and the tripping current shall be 30mA. (In some
remote situations the use of 100mA may also be considered. Refer to Clause 8.2.2).
The terminal capacity of both the fuse/link carriers as well as those of RCD shall be such to
accommodate 16 sq mm copper conductors.

Box shall be provided complete with all

necessary internal wiring.
The enclosure must be entirely without feed through metal parts and suitable for
accomplishing the conditions of double insulation required by EN 60439-1. The enclosure
must be fitted with two cable glands, fixed at the bottom, suitable for the termination of 2 core
16 sq mm XLPE insulated SWA and sheathed cable as specified in Appendix 21. While
keeping the size as small as possible, the enclosure shall have enough space for the
mounting of mentioned units, termination of two cables (incoming and outgoing) and
allowance for continuity of earthing. The complete enclosure, including the cable glands and
any other mounting gear shall be watertight and suitable for surface mounting with a minimum
degree of protection to BS EN 60529 of IP 55.
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Contractors are to note that although the complete demarcation boxes as per above
specification will be preferred, any offers having some other alternative design, but
which

adhere

to

the

main

principle

of

having

a

removable

fuse,

a

disconnectable/removable link unit and an RCD within an insulated watertight
enclosure may also be considered. Irrespective of the design, the ratings mentioned
above shall be adhered to.
Contractors will be requested to provide a sample of the complete 'fuse & link' box with
residual current device (RCD) being offered.
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APPENDIX 21
SPECIFICATION FOR 2 CORE UNDERGROUND STREET LIGHTING CABLE
Two core 16 sq.mm (7/1.70 mm) XLPE insulated SWA and sheathed cable

Thermosetting synthetic insulated cable for electricity supply, manufactured and tested to
BSS 5467:1997 or equivalent. Cable is to be rated at 600/1000 Volts and is to have stranded
copper conductors (7/1.70mm) to achieve core cross sectional area of 16mm2.
Conductors are to comply with BSS 6360 or equivalent. Conductors are to be insulated
with cross-linked polyethylene (XLPE) compound complying with the requirements of
BSS 6899:1991 or equivalent.

Cable cores are to be colour identified as per clause 7

of BSS 5467:1997. Non-hygroscopic fillers are to be used underneath the bedding to form
a compact and circular cable.

Bedding shall consist either of lapped or extruded layer(s) of

non-hygroscopic material compatible with the operating temperature of the cable. Armour is
to consist of a single layer of galvanized steel wire to BS EN 10257-1:1998 applied over the
bedding. An over-sheath consisting of an extruded layer of suitable black synthetic material
compatible with the operating temperature of the cable is to be provided over the armour.
Cable ends are to be marked according to Clause 12 of BSS 5467:1997. The outer sheath is
to be embossed with letters showing voltage designation and the identification of the
manufacturer.
N.B.

Contractors are to ensure that they have available routine test certificates showing
that the cable to be used in the street lighting installations fully conforms with the
above specification.
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APPENDIX 22
SPECIFICATION FOR COPPER EARTH CONDUCTOR

PVC insulated general-purpose single core cable 450/750 Volts grade with stranded annealed
copper conductor. Cable is to be in accordance with Table 1 of BSS 6004:1995 harmonized
code designation HO&V-R or equivalent. Cable shall have a cross sectional area of 16
sq.mm and shall be coloured green/yellow.
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APPENDIX 23
SPECIFICATION FOR STREET LIGHTING CABLE
Two core 2.5 (7/0.67) sq mm PVC insulated and sheathed cable

Two core PVC insulated and sheathed circular cable manufactured and tested to BSS
6004:1995 or equivalent.

Cable is to have stranded copper conductors (7/0.67mm) to

achieve an overall cross section of 2.5mm2. Conductors are to be tinned annealed copper to
BSS 6360. PVC insulation and sheath shall comply to BSS 6746 and the thickness of these
shall be in accordance with BSS 6004. Cable shall be of the 300/500 V grade and the colour
of the outer sheath shall be CREAM to BSS 6746 C. The outer sheath shall be embossed
with letters showing voltage designation and the identification of the manufacturer.
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APPENDIX 24
SPECIFICATION FOR 4 CORE UNDERGROUND STREET LIGHTING CABLE
Four core 16 sq.mm (7/1.7 mm) XLPE insulated SWA and sheathed cable

Thermosetting synthetic insulated cable for electricity supply, manufactured and tested to
BSS 5467:1997 or equivalent. Cable is to be rated at 600/1000 Volts and is to have stranded
copper conductors (7/1.70mm) to achieve core cross sectional area of 16mm2.
Conductors are to comply with BSS 6360 or equivalent. Conductors are to be insulated
with cross-linked polyethylene (XLPE) compound complying with the requirements of
BSS 6899:1991 or equivalent.

Cable cores are to be colour identified as per clause 7

of BSS 5467:1997. Non-hygroscopic fillers are to be used underneath the bedding to form
a compact and circular cable.

Bedding shall consist either of lapped or extruded layer(s) of

non-hygroscopic material compatible with the operating temperature of the cable. Armour is
to consist of a single layer of galvanized steel wire to BS EN 10257-1:1998 applied over the
bedding. An over-sheath consisting of an extruded layer of suitable black synthetic material
compatible with the operating temperature of the cable is to be provided over the armour.
Cable ends are to be marked according to Clause 12 of BSS 5467:1997. The outer sheath is
to be embossed with letters showing voltage designation and the identification of the
manufacturer.
N.B.

Contractors are to ensure that they have available routine test certificates showing
that the cable to be used in the street lighting installations fully conforms with the
above specification.
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APPENDIX 25
SPECIFICATION FOR FIXING BOLTS WITH EXPANDING GILLS

Device suitable to make a tight mechanical grip in masonry or concrete structure by virtue of a
malleable cast iron/steel cylindrical shell divided along its whole length into a number of
segments which are free to expand outwards when a tapered expander, (at one end of a bolt
passing concentrically through the shell), is drawn through the shell by tightening of a nut
fitted at the other end of the bolt. The material of the device offered shall be resistant to
corrosion. The device shall have a bolt diameter of 12mm, a shell length of 60mm and an
overall bolt length of 110mm. The devices shall primarily be used to fix wall mounted street
lighting brackets against wall surfaces.
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APPENDIX 26
SPECIFICATION FOR PLASTIC CLIPS

Round plastic clips of size 9mm suitable for clipping PVC insulated and sheathed cable of
size 2 x 2.5 sq mm. The clips must be complete with masonry nails. The approximate driven
length of nail must not be less than 15mm. The colour of the clips is to be close to cream as
identified in BSS 6746C. Clips shall generally be of flexible nature and with material which
can withstand the hot ambient conditions prevailing on the Island.
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APPENDIX 27
SPECIFICATION FOR FREE STANDING INSULATED STRUCTURES

Insulated, watertight, freestanding structures generally to a design similar to that shown on
drawing DRG.No.EMC/XZ/103 attached. These structures shall be used instead of the wall
mounted demarcation boxes whenever it is not possible to have these boxes fixed to wall
surfaces.

Like the wall boxes the free standing structures shall be suitable to house a

removable fuse, a disconnectable/removable link and a residual current device (RCD).
The free standing structure shall be made up of an insulated material preferably GRP (glass
fibre reinforced polyester) or acrylic, capable to withstand direct ultra violet (U.V.) radiation.
The design of the fuse & link unit shall preferably be of 2 pole modular type suitable for
mounting on an EN 50022 rail supplied within the structure enclosure. The 2 pole modular
fuse carriers shall preferably conform to IEC 60269-2/21.

One carrier shall be supplied

complete with a 10 x 38 mm removable fuse while the other shall contain a 10 x 38 mm
disconnectable/removable neutral link. The fuse rating shall commensurate with the design
load of the circuit, but shall never be greater than 32 Amps.
The residual current device shall also be mountable on the EN 50022 rail. The current rating
of the RCD shall not be higher than 40A and the tripping current shall be 30mA. (In some
remote situations the use of 100mA may also be considered. Refer to Clause 8.2.2). The
terminal capacity of both the fuse/link carriers as well as those of RCD shall be such to
accommodate 16 sq mm copper conductors. Internal wiring of fuse, link and RCD is to be
completed by the contractor. The bottom or pedestal section of the structure shall be large
enough to accommodate two 2core 16 sq.mm armoured cables coming from an underground
trench and possibly a single core cable for use as earth.
Contractors are to note that although the complete free standing structures as per
above specification will be preferred, any offers having some other alternative design,
but which adhere to the main principle of having a free standing, watertight, insulated
arrangement housing a removable fuse, a disconnectable/removable link unit and an
RCD may also be considered. Irrespective of the design, the ratings mentioned above
shall be adhered to.
Contractors may be requested to provide a sample of the offered complete unit.
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APPENDIX 28
SPECIFICATION FOR THE EXCAVATION OF STREET LIGHTING COLUMNS
FOUNDATION HOLES, TRANSPORTING, ERECTING AND UPLIFTING OF POLES

1.

NATURE OF WORK:
This specification covers the procedures, standards and work methods for the
excavation of pole foundation holes and for the erection and uplifting of steel street
lighting columns.

2.

NOTICES PRIOR TO COMMENCEMENT OF WORKS:
a)

Before commencing excavation

works

the

contractor

shall

seek

the

permission of the Director General Works Dept, the Commissioner of
Police and other interested authority as required by the Code of Police
Laws and other laws and regulations as may exist from time to time and to
the satisfaction of the Contract Manager or Council Representative.
b)

The contractor shall ensure that he has all the necessary information
regarding any services, which might be located in/near, the area to be
excavated. It will be assumed that no excavation can be done before the
exact location of services pertaining to Government, Parastatal or private
entities is carried out. For such reasons contractors shall be equipped with
cable and pipe detectors.

3.

MECHANICAL PLANT:

a)

All mechanical plant will be of such type, size and of such method
of working as the Contract Manager or Council Representative approves. If
for any reason it is undesirable that any excavator, mechanical digger or any
other

machine

or appliance

employed or proposed to be

employed

by

the contractor for the purpose of the works should be used, or that any such
machine or appliance as aforesaid is unsuitable for use on the works or any
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part of them and in particular without affecting the generality of the foregoing
for the reason that is likely to break or damage any pipe, drain, cable, conduit
or any other property or work of any kind through or near the ground to be
excavated or to do damage or render unstable any structure above or below
the

surface

or

to

remove

more

material than

is required

or

to damage unnecessarily the remaining surfaces or any road, path or field or
to cause a nuisance by noise or otherwise, the Contract Manager or Council
Representative may prohibit or suspend the use and/or require the removal
from the

works

of such machine or

appliance as

aforesaid

and

the

contractor shall forthwith comply with such order. Any change in the method
of performing the work as a consequence of such order shall be at the cost of
the contractor who shall have no cause for claim against the Council
on account of having to carry out the work by another method or for the
idleness or removal of any mechanical plant.

b)

The contractor will be requested to provide for necessary inspection all the
machinery to be employed under this contract and may eventually be asked
to carry out a demonstration on the use of such machinery for performing
excavation, erection and uplifting as the case may be.

4.

HANDLING OF POLES
(a)

All handling, loading and unloading of poles is to be carried out by
contractor's labour.

(b)

Poles shall be transported from the contractor’s stores by the contractor's
own transport to the site of works. The method of supporting and securing of
the poles during transit shall be such as not to damage poles. The Contract
Manager will not accept poles, which for any reason have sustained any
damages during loading, transit, or unloading. For this reason pretreated poles should be lifted by means of a flat non-metallic belt and not by
other means.

5.

ERECTION OF POLES ETC

(a)

The foundation pits for the poles shall have the approximate dimensions as
shown below:
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Pits for 3m Belisha Beacon Posts: 60cm deep x 60cm long x 60 cm wide
Pits for 6 m street lighting poles: 90 cm deep x 120 cm long x 60 cm wide.
Pits for 9.5m street lighting poles: 150cm deep x 120cm long x 60 cm wide.
(b)

The contractor shall provide the concrete for fixing the poles etc.

The

concrete mix is to be composed of 4 parts hard stone spalls 20mm mesh, 2
parts well washed sand and 1 part cement. Only water fit for drinking is to be
used in the mixture. In the case of foundation holes in solid rock, the pole is
to be secured with rectangular blocks of stone having cross-sectional
dimensions of approx. 25 cm x 25 cm. The blocks are to be placed around
the base of the pole and secured tightly by ramming pieces of rock between
the blocks and the sides of the foundation pit. Concrete is to be poured and
pressed in around the pole and stone blocks to fill completely all remaining
spaces. The upper 30-cm of the hole is to be filled with concrete only. In
the case of foundation pits in soil, rubble or loose material the foundation pits
are to be filled completely with concrete. The poles in such cases are to be
held in

position with

temporary

supports

placed

outside

the holes.

Such supports are to be removed when the concrete in the foundation hole
has hardened.
(c)

Only when the terrain consists of solid rock and/or compacted material the
contractor is allowed to make use of drilling machines and/or suitable auger
bits. The diameter of the foundation holes when using such machines should
at least be 200mm in excess of the base diameter of the pole to be erected.
The pole shall be placed vertically upright and in the centre of the foundation
hole. The all round 100mm space between the pole and the foundation hole
wall shall be filled with concrete to the required full depth. The depth of the
foundation hole should conform to that stipulated in Clause 5 (a) above
depending on the type of pole to be erected. The concrete used for filling the
foundation hole should be as specified in Clause 5(b) above.

(d)

In the case of a number of poles intended to be aligned in a straight line to
each other, the contractor is to ensure that the vertical axis of each pole is not
more than 8 cm out of alignment with the centreline of the pole line.
Moreover the vertical axis of each individual pole is to be truly vertical.
Should any deviations from the above be found after erection the Contract
Manager or Council Representative reserve the right to have the pole or
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poles in question to be uprooted and re-erected by the contractor at
the contractor's expense and the contractor shall incur penalties arising from
delays and bad workmanship as in Clause 32 of the General Conditions of
Contract for Services. The responsibility to ensure that measurements are
taken properly and that tolerances are kept during erection falls totally on the
contractor.

6.

UPLIFTING OF POLES
(a)

The contractor shall uplift poles as indicated by the Contract Manager or
Council Representative. Uplifting works shall include all the ancillary tasks of
breaking up of any hard-set concrete and backfilling of the hole with suitable
material, according to the site requirements when pole is removed.

(b)

The contractor is to load the uplifted poles etc. onto his own trucks or
other means of suitable conveyance and

transport these

to

his

stores

or depots. Any pole earmarked to be used for or uplifted from site, which is
within scope of the contract shall always be made available for inspection by
the Contract Manager or Council Representative.

(c)

The contractor shall not cut poles unless specifically instructed to do so by
the Contract Manager or Council Representative.

Contractor will incur a

penalty of Lm 150 per pole if he violates this clause.

7.

ACCESS AND CLEANING OF SITES:
(a)

Access to the site of erection or uplift shall be the sole responsibility of the
contractor.

(b)

After erection, the contractor shall remove all surplus material and leave the
sites of uplift or erection in good and clean condition.

(c)

The price quoted by the contractor for each item description should reflect
and cover all the possible works that might be required for the uplifting and/or
erection of poles irrespective of the terrain/site conditions. No extra rates or
charges will be considered for situations requiring the employment of
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additional machinery and/or works. These provisions and works shall be
carried out by the contractor at NO extra cost.

8.

NIGHT LIGHTS ETC:
The contractor shall provide the night-lights, fences, guards warning signs etc. where
necessary and as required by the Local Police Laws.

9.

EXECUTION OF WORK
(a)

Under normal

circumstances

a

prior

written

notice

shall be issued by

the Contract Manager or Council Representative to the contractor for the
commencement of work, but in emergency cases the contractor shall take the
work in hand as soon as verbal notice is given by the Contract Manager or
Council Representative. If work is not finalized within the agreed time as
specified in Clause 22.2 of this document or within the same day in case of an
emergency, the Council will have the right to apply the penalties stipulated in
Clause 32 of the General Conditions of Contract for Services.
(b)

In case more than one order for erection and/or uplifting are issued by Council
to the contractor at one time, the Contract Manager or Council Representative
shall decide which order is to be given priority without the contractor having any
say in the matter.

10.

LIABILITIES
The contractor shall be responsible and make good for any third party loss, damages
and liabilities arising during loading, transit, unloading, and erection and uplifting
operations.

Also, he shall be responsible for any damages that may be caused to

Private, Government and Local Council property during the execution of the works.
As such it is very important that contractor obtains all relevant information regarding
possible existence of services and in addition shall be equipped with cable/services
detection facilities.
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11.

WORKS AFTER NORMAL HOURS:
Under normal conditions the contractor has to carry the work during normal office
hours, but under emergency conditions he may also be required to erect/uplift poles
at any time including weekends and public holidays at no extra charges. This may
arise when poles require to be uplifted and replaced following damages caused by
say traffic accidents or bad weather.

12.

WORKERS’ INCOMPETENCE OR MISBEHAVIOUR
Any person employed by the contractor who in the opinion of the Contract Manager
or Council Representative in charge of the works is found to be incompetent or who
misbehaves shall be dismissed at once by the contractor.
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APPENDIX 29
SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE EXCAVATION AND BACKFILLING OF STREET LIGHTING
TRENCHES, LAYING AND CONCRETING OF DUCTS, AND LAYING OF CABLES

1

NATURE OF WORK

This specification is for the excavation and backfilling of street lighting cable trenches,
provision, laying and concreting of 'pull boxes' and ducts, and drawing of street lighting
cables.

2

TRENCHING, BACKFILLING AND REMOVAL OF SURPLUS MATERIAL

2-1.

Any street lighting trenches shall be excavated perfectly vertical throughout the whole
route length, levelled, and cleared of stones or other objects which may damage the
plastic pipe.

2-2.

All trenches for street lighting purposes shall be backfilled using cement stabilized fill
material with 8 to 10% cement content by weight.

All surplus material is to be

removed from all along the trench route. Empty cable drums are to be disposed of by
the contractor. Such empty cable drums are to be removed from site by the contractor
as soon as the cable laying operation has been terminated.
2-3

The excavation shall be timbered where necessary at no extra cost. To facilitate
trenching and cable laying works being carried out by the contractor, the whole trench
shall be kept clear of water.

3

LAYING OF CABLE
The Contractor shall provide adequate number of men, and also the required tools for
cable laying as approved by the Contract Manager or Council Representative in
charge of works. The contractor will be directly responsible for all the work carried out
nevertheless the Contract Manager or Council Representative will have every right to
cancel the work if the contractor does not abide by the conditions in this clause with
no form of compensation to the contractor whatsoever. In addition the contractor will
be held responsible for all consequences arising from such cancellation of work. The
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use of a winch provided by the contractor will only be permitted subject to approval by
the Contract Manager or Council Representative.

Under no circumstances will

approval be given to contractors to use traction equipment (such as mechanical
shovels) or trucks etc. to pull cables during cable laying works.

4

DUCTING WORKS

4-1

Street lighting cables shall be laid in PVC pipes having minimum diameter of 50mm.

4-2

The PVC pipes will be provided by the contractor who will be required to transport
them to site of works.

4-3

The contractor is to lay the pipes in required formations (normally one run) as
directed by the Contract Manager or Council Representative. The internal of the
pipes shall be free from any debris, properly joined together and all laid in a horizontal
manner. Typical arrangement of pipe laying will be as shown in drawing
DRG.No.EMC/DJ/56.

4-4

The pipes should be left free of any blockage throughout the whole length.

4-5

The cement stabilized fill material shall be well mixed and shall have 8 to 10%
cement content by weight. Due notice should be given to the Contract Manager or
Council Representative before fill material is poured..

5

STANDARD TRENCH SECTIONS
Standard trench (slot) sections for street lighting cables in roads or on pavement shall
generally be in accordance with the respective drawings DRG. No. EMC/DJ/56
attached. However in certain special situations the Contract Manager or Council
Representative may alter trench dimensions to suit particular works.

6

PULL BOXES
Unless instructed otherwise by the Contract Manager or Council Representative, 'pull
boxes' shall be provided and installed by the contractor in front of every street lighting
column. The scope of the 'pull boxes' is simply to aid in the drawing or removal of
cables. 'Pull boxes' shall preferably be placed on the pavement. When this is the
case the boxes may be of plastic material having matching weatherproof lids
smoothly finished with the surface of the pavement. When for some justified reason
pull boxes need to be placed in the carriageway, preformed or a site constructed
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reinforced concrete boxes have to be used. The necessary widening of the street
lighting trench to house the 'pull boxes' shall be carried out by the contractor and the
PVC pipes shall be terminated on each side of the box. The covers/lids of 'pullboxes' to be placed in the carriageway shall be designed to satisfy the loading
requirements as stipulated by the Roads Department. When 'pull boxes' are not
located exactly with the street lighting column, then contractor has to connect the 'pull
box' with the column via another piece of 50 mm plastic duct.

The minimum

dimension of any type of 'pull box' shall not be less than 300mm X 300mm X 300mm.
'Pull boxes' shall be encased in concrete ensuring that no blockage of pipe ends and
final ground surface finish is achieved.

7

WATCHMAN
It shall be the responsibility of the contractor to provide a watchman after normal
working hours if required to guard the cable, plant, equipment, material etc. on site.

8

SUPERINTENDANCE
The contractor shall provide all necessary superintendance during the execution of
the works as long as the Contract Manager or Council Representative may consider
necessary. The contractor or an authorised representative approved by Contract
Manager or Council Representative (which approval may at any time be withdrawn)
shall give his whole time to superintending such works.

Such authorised

representative shall receive on behalf of the contractor instructions from the Contract
Manager or Council Representative.

9

ELIMINATION OF OBSTRUCTIONS TO PEDESTRIANS ETC.
Where the trenching work would provide an obstacle to pedestrians, the contractor
shall eliminate such obstructions by means of crossings as may be approved by the
Contract Manager or Council Representative. Particular attention shall be made to
ensure that easy access to premises is provided so as not to disrupt the normal
routine of the occupiers.
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10

PROVISION OF WARNING SIGNS/LIGHTS AT APPROACH TO ROADWORKS
The contractor is to comply with the latest regulations as issued by the Roads
Department with regard to the provision and fixing of warning signs and lights at the
approach to the works. It is the contractor's sole responsibility to ensure that the
signs are in place before any road works start. The contractor is also responsible to
ensure that the signs are not removed during the progress of work. Should an
accident occur as a result of non-compliance with the above, the contractor shall also
be held responsible for all consequences and damages.

11

NIGHT PRECAUTIONS
Warning lights should be provided and lit from sunset to dawn all along the route of
the trench as may be required by the Roads Department and/or the Police. The
contractor will be solely responsible to ensure that such lights remain on. Advance
warning traffic signs mentioned in Clause 9 above are to be well illuminated during
the evening and at night.

12

NOTICES PRIOR TO COMMENCEMENT OF WORKS
Before commencing excavation works the contractor must apply for a permit on
behalf of the Local Council to the Director of Roads on the appropriate form available
at the Roads Department. Under no circumstances will the contractor be permitted to
start excavation works without having obtained the necessary permit from the Roads
Department and the Commissioner of Police and any other interested authority as
required by the code of Police Laws and other Laws and regulations as may exist
from time to time.

13

DAMAGES
All precautions are to be taken by the contractor to eliminate danger to the public and
to the workmen.

All damages to any property or persons sustained during the

execution of works shall be the responsibility of the contractor. In case of major
obstructions

which necessitates their dismantling and subsequent reassemble in
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order to excavate the cable trench and to lay the cable, the contractor shall prior to
executing any work get clearance from the Contract Manager or Council
representative.

Reasonable requests for compensation in connection with such

abnormal situations may be considered.

14

CLEARING UP OF SITES
During the progress of the work, the contractor shall, at his own expense, clear up
and remove from the surface of the ground all plant, material, litter, rubbish and
surplus soil which may be left on the ground or in and about the works or lands
temporarily occupied by the contractor.

He shall leave in a sightly and clean

condition all lands occupied by him. The work will not be considered to be complete
until cleaning of sites is carried out. See also Clause 18 below.

15

RESTORATION OF ROADS AND PATHS
Backfilling of trenches is to carried out in such a way as to ensure that no significant
settlement of the finished road surface shall occur within the guarantee period
established by the Roads Department.

16

BLACKTOP LAYERS
Final road blacktop layers are to be applied as directed by the Roads Department
and/or the Contract Manager or Council Representative. The typical thickness of
black top layer shall be as indicated in drawing DRG.No. EMC/DJ/56.

17

MECHANICAL PLANT
All mechanical plant will be of such type, size and of such method of working as the
Contract Manager or Council Representative approves.

If for any reason it is

undesirable that any excavator, mechanical digger or any other machine or appliance
employed, or proposed to be employed, by the Contractor for the purpose of the
works is unsuitable for use on the works, or any part of them, then the Contract
Manager or Council Representative may prohibit or suspend the use and/or require
the removal from the works of such machine or appliance as aforesaid and the
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contractor shall forthwith comply with such order.

This applies in particular to

equipment which disturb existing cables and conduits or any other property or work of
any kind through or near the ground to be excavated or to do damage or render
unstable any structure above or below the surface or to remove more material than is
required or to damage unnecessarily the remaining surfaces or any road, path or field
or to cause a nuisance by noise or otherwise.
Any change in the method of performing the work as a consequence of such order
shall be at the cost of the contractor who shall have no cause for claim against the
Local Council on account of having to carry out the work by another method or for the
idleness or removal of any mechanical plant.

18

TEMPORARY CESSATION OF TRENCH EXCAVATION
If in the opinion of the Contract Manager/Council Representative there's undue delay
in:
a)

removing surplus material

b)

general tidying up of areas where cables have been laid

c)

partial restoration or maintenance of surface,

the Contract Manager or Council Representative may order that no further trenches
shall be excavated until the outstanding work has been carried out to his satisfaction.
The contractor shall have no ground for a claim against the Council on this account
and furthermore he will be considered to have violated the clauses in this contract in
which case any relevant penalties as outlined in Clause 32 of the General Conditions
of Contract for Goods and Services will then apply.

19

WORKERS INCOMPETENCE OR MISBEHAVIOUR
Any person employed by the contractor who in the opinion of the Contract Manager
or Council Representative in charge of the works is found to be incompetent or who
misbehaves shall be dismissed from the site at once by the contractor.
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20

RATE OF EXCAVATION AND PENALTY FOR DELAY

20-1

Within 10 days from the receipt of the notification to carry out works the contractor
must submit the necessary application to the Roads Department for the issue of a
trenching permit. During these 10 days, the contractor is expected to inspect the
works and obtain all the necessary clearances from the departments and authorities
concerned.

20-2

A penalty equivalent to one default notice per day including Saturdays and Sundays
may be applied if the contractor fails to submit the necessary application to the Roads
Department for the trenching permit within 10 days from receipt of the notification to
carry out works.

20-3

The works shall be commenced at the earliest possible time and in any case not later
than six working days from date of issue of permit. The rate of trenching shall be
agreed between contractor and the Contract Manager or Council Representative
responsible for the work.

Once agreed this will be the official rate upon which

duration of the project may be estimated. If the work of each specified trench were
not completed within the time calculated at the above rate, the contractor shall be
liable to a penalty equivalent to one default notice per day up to the day on which
work is completed to the satisfaction of the Contract Manager or Council
Representative.
20-4

In exceptional cases the contractor may be requested to take in hand or proceed with
works at short notice and he may also have to work continuously including Saturdays,
Sundays and Public Holidays. No extra compensation will be made to the Contractor
for works during weekends, and Public Holidays.

21

ABANDONMENT
Should the Contractor abandon the work he will be liable to a penalty of up to 10% of
the value of the project/s ordered plus any compensation which may be due for
damages. The work will be considered to have been abandoned if the contractor fails
to commence it within 6 days from date of notice or if he stops work for 3 days
without previously obtaining permission from Council.
The Council may instead of enforcing the penalty fixed in the foregoing clause, cause
the work to be carried out by other persons at the Contractor's expense.
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APPENDIX 30
GUIDELINES FOR LIGHTING DESIGN

The guidelines consist of two main sheets namely:
1.

Street Lighting Arrangement Layout - Drg.No.EMC/DJ/73 Sheet 1
This gives a representation of the most common lighting arrangements. The pictorial
representations show the following:
a. Single sided arrangement represented by Figure A and Figure C.
b. Staggered arrangement as shown by Figure B and Figure D.
c.

Central double arm arrangement as per Figure E.

The choice between the above arrangements will depend upon the width of the road,
the number of lanes and the type of lamps used. The guidelines for the actual design
can be followed through the design schedule as will be given by the other sheet.
2.

Street Lighting Arrangement Schedule - DRG.No. EMC/DJ/73 Sheet 2
This table complements the arrangement drawing indicating the recommended
spacing and type of lamps suitable for particular road widths. It is to be noted that in
arriving at the listed values, the parameters used in the calculations have been those
pertaining to S.L. furniture and items as presently used by Enemalta Corporation.

N.B.

As one can follow the schedule only refers to illumination via street lighting
columns (whip or single/double arm columns). It purposely leaves out design
carried out via pistol or harbour type wall mounted brackets because the policy
shall be to push towards street lighting column illumination via underground
cables. Nevertheless when in cases mentioned in the document wall mounted
installations are to be considered the schedule still can be applied and spacing
holds if harbour type replaces 8m pole heights and pistol type replaces the
5.18m whip type equivalent.
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26

Preamble to Schedule of Rates

26.1

Rates and Prices

The prices entered in the Schedule of Rates shall be deemed to be the full inclusive (unless
stated otherwise in the particular schedule) value of the provision of material plus work
covered by the several items including the following unless stated otherwise:
a) Labour and related costs;
b) Provision of material, any storage, and delivery to site;
c) Plant and related costs;
d) Fault Location costs;
e) Replacement of materials;
f) Establishment charges, overheads and other costs;
g) Fixing, erecting and installing of materials and goods in position;
h) Cleaning of luminaire after completion of Works.
i) Temporary Works;
j) General statutory obligations, permits, liabilities and risks involved in the execution
of the works which are reasonably implied in the Contract;
k) Waste;
l) Costs of tests carried out by licensed wireman, and supplying results of tests to
Local Councils’ Representative;
m) Costs of street lighting design which will be required by the Local Council prior to
submitting proposal to Enemalta;
n) Costs of any record keeping and transmission of record information
o) The costs of moving between sites as necessary in the carrying out the Works.
The prices shall also take into consideration the allowance for the contract management fee
described in Section 12 of this Document.

26.2

Measurement

The measurement of the Works shall be computed from the records of works as stated in
Clause 14 of this Contract Document, together with any relevant site measurements, unless
otherwise stated by the Local Council's Representative.
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26.3

Pricing of items

Each individual item shall have a rate or price entered against it. Rates and prices shall be
expressed to two decimal places. Once completed and signed by the tenderer this Schedule
will form part of the Tender Documents.
The Schedule of Rates will be on a fixed price basis and no increase in the cost of labour or in
respect of any materials (if they are mentioned in the Schedule of Rates) or any other items
shall be paid to the Contractor beyond the rates entered in the Schedule of Rates.
The Contractor is instructed to add any items to this Schedule of Rates which are deemed
necessary to form a correct estimate for the whole of the work. The Tenderer is to note the
extra items proposed for the provision of the service in the Schedule J - Proposed Extra
Items.
Where both the Local Council and Contractor agree, the Schedule of Rates and
corresponding prices can be amended from time to time and addenda will be issued.

26.4

Taxes

The rates and prices quoted are to be inclusive of VAT and any other additional expense.
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27

Schedule of Rates
Description

A

Installation of Lighting Units

A1

Provision and installation of
Harbour Type wall bracket ONLY
to specification as in Appendix 2.
(N.B This price includes the cost of
removal of any old street lighting
wall bracket where applicable)

A2

Provision and installation of Pistol
Type wall bracket ONLY to
specification as in Appendix 1.
(N.B This price includes the cost of
removal of any old street lighting
wall bracket where applicable)

A3

Provision, Installation and wiring of
a complete luminaire for mounting
on wall brackets.
The price shall include the
complete luminaire with integral
gear as per Appendix 6, the lamp,
the mechanical accessories for
correct mounting to wall bracket,
necessary cables and all labour
and terminating costs.
This
includes the removal any old
luminaire from the wall bracket).
(N.B. This does not include cost of
wall bracket)

A4

Provision of street lighting pole
complete with arm, having overall
height 6m - Whip type equivalent
as per Appendix 4.
(N.B. Price shall not include
foundation pit and erection costs)

Type

Power

Harbour Type

Unit

Per

(As per
Appendix 2

Unit

Pistol Type

Per

(As per
Appendix 1)

Unit

150W (SON)

Per
unit

250W (SON)

Per
unit

90W (SOX)

Per
unit

Harbour Type
(As per
Appendix 2)

Pistol Type
70W (SON)
(As per
Appendix 1)

Per
unit

Whip type
(As per
Appendix 4)

Per
unit
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Description

A5

A6

Provision of street lighting pole
complete with arm, with overall
height 9.5m - Single or Double arm
equivalent as per Appendix 3.

Type

Power

Unit

Single Arm
(As per
Appendix 3)

Per
Unit

(N.B. Price shall not include
foundation pit and erection costs

Double Arm
(As per
Appendix 3)

Per
unit

Provision, Installation and wiring of
complete luminaire/s on a street
lighting column.

Whip Type

The price shall include the
provision and installation of the
complete
luminaire
as
per
Appendix 6, the lamp, all the
necessary wiring between the
luminaire and cut-out, all relevant
terminations between luminaire
and cut-out and all other ancillary
labour costs including removal of
old luminaire. To Note that:
(i) This does not include cost of
pole, foundation pit and erection.
Also it does not include provision
and installation of cut-out.
(ii) A unit in double arm section is
equivalent two luminaires, two
lamps etc.

(As per
Appendix 4)

70W (SON)

Per
unit

90W (SOX)

Per
unit

150W (SON)

Per
unit

250W (SON)

Per
unit

90W (SOX)

Per
unit

150W (SON)

Per
unit

250W (SON)

Per
unit

Single Arm
(As per
Appendix 3)

Double Arm
(As per
Appendix 3)
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Description

A7

Type

Power

Unit

Price

Provision and wiring of Complete
Belisha Beacon Lighting Unit as
per Appendix 10.
The price shall include provision of
pole, complete with Belisha unit,
special
lamp,
flashing
unit,
floodlight with internal gear, all
internal wiring and all other
specified equipment required for
correct operation of unit.

Complete
Belisha Unit

Per
unit

(As per
Appendix 10)

(N.B. Price shall not include
foundation pit and erection costs,
underground cable works, and
provision and installation of a cut
out where applicable).

Description

B

Unit

Price

Demarcation 'Fuse & Link' Boxes
(Prices in this section shall include all labour including that
required for terminating the relevant cables in inside
demarcation box)

B1

B2

B3

B4

B5

Provision and Installation of Demarcation 'fuse & link' box for wallmounted luminaires according to Appendix 19.

Per unit

Provision and Installation of Demarcation 'fuse & link' wall mounted
box complete with 30mA R.C.D for an underground fed street
lighting pole systems according to Appendix 20.

Per unit

Provision and Installation of Demarcation 'fuse & link' wall mounted
box complete with 100mA R.C.D. for underground fed street
lighting pole systems according to Appendix 20.

Per unit

Provision and installation of freestanding enclosure as per
Appendix 27, complete with 'fuse & link' plus 30mA RCD
arrangement for demarcation boxes, which cannot be fixed to wall
surface.

Per unit

Provision and installation of freestanding enclosure as per
Appendix 27, complete with 'fuse & link' plus 100mA RCD
arrangement for demarcation boxes, which cannot be fixed to wall
surface.

Per unit
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Description

B6

Provision and Installation of metal protective pipe for wall-mounted
Demarcation 'fuse & link' boxes fed from underground street
lighting supply.

Description

Unit

Per unit

Unit

C

Excavations of Pole Foundation and erection and uplifting

C1

To excavate hole as per Appendix 28, load, transport and erect 6m
long street lighting steel poles each weighing approximately
100kgs according to specifications as in Appendix 4.

Per pole

To uplift, remove, load, transport, unload and carry out appropriate
backfilling of hole for a 6 m long street lighting steel poles each
weighing approximately 100 kgs according to specifications as in
Appendix 4.

Per pole

To excavate hole as per Appendix 28, load, transport and erect
9.5m long street lighting steel poles each weighing approximately
180kgs according to specifications as in Appendix 3.

Per pole

To uplift, remove, load, transport, unload and carry out appropriate
backfilling of hole for a 9.5 m long street lighting steel poles each
weighing approximately 180kgs according to specifications as in
Appendix 3.

Per pole

To excavate hole as per Appendix 28, load, transport and erect a
Belisha beacon pole as per specification in Appendix 10.

Per pole

C2

C3

C4

C5

Price

Price
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Description

C6

Unit

To uplift, remove, load, transport, unload and carry out appropriate
backfilling of hole for a Belisha beacon pole with specification as in
Appendix 10.

Description

D

Trenching works and Cable Laying according to
Appendix 29

D1

Excavate trench in any kind of ground by pneumatic
hammer and/or hand tools and remove material from
site.

Quantity

(cu m)

Price shall include traffic signage, insurance, permit fees,
loading of material, presence of other services in trench,
as per current Roads Department specifications.
D2

Price

Per pole

Price

Total

Per

Price

Per
(cu m)

Cutting of a slot approximately 10cm wide by 45cm deep
in solid material, rubble or soil excluding reinstatement
Price shall include traffic signage, insurance, permit fees,
loading of material, presence of other services in trench,
as per current Roads Department specifications.

(m)

Per (m)
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Description

D3

Quantity

Price

Total

Per

Price

Cutting of a slot approximately 10cm wide by 75cm deep
in solid material, rubble or soil excluding reinstatement
(m)

Per (m)

Price shall include traffic signage, insurance, permit fees,
loading of material, presence of other services in trench,
as per current Roads Department specifications.
D4

Provision, transporting and laying of 50 mm PVC pipes
as per specification in Appendix 29.

(m)

Per
(m)

D5

Laying and drawing of wire armoured street lighting
cable in PVC pipes.

(m)

Per (m)

D6

Provision and laying of concrete in case some specific
requirements by Roads Department is stipulated.

(cu m)

Per
(cu m)

Proportion of mix shall be 1:3:6 where 1 denotes 1 unit of
cement by weight, 3 denotes 3 units of sand by weight
and 6 denotes 6 units of crushed hard stone rock by
weight.
D7

Backfilling of trench/slot using cement stabilized suitable
material. This material is intended to be used in
enclosed and confined space i.e. in trenches in order to
prevent consolidation settlement within the trench by
adding 8 to 10% of cement by weight to the suitable
selectable material consisting of crushed rock etc.

(cu m)

Per
(cu m)

Under no account should this material be classified as
lean mix concrete. Reference should be made to the
relevant standards on concrete mixtures.
D8

Supply and laying of reinstatement consisting of hot
rolled asphalt wearing course as may be directed by the
Contract Manager / Council representative.

(sq m)

Per
(sq m)

Thickness of each layer shall be 100mm.
D9

Supply and laying of reinstatement consisting of cold mix
wearing course as may be directed by the Contract
Manager /Council Representative.

(sq m)

Per
(sq m)

Thickness of each layer shall be 100mm.
D10

D11

Reinstatement of pavements and paths with concrete or
appropriate paving

(sq m)

Provision and installation of pull box as per specification
in Appendix 29.

Per
unit

Per
(sq m)
Plastic
type
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Description

Quantity

Per
unit

Description

Price

Total

Per

Price

Concrete
type

Unit

E

Earth Electrode Installation

E1

Boring of hole, provision and installation of an earth electrode.

Price

Per unit
The price includes the design and testing of the earth electrode
and any connection or termination costs with cable armour

Description

Type

Unit

SON 250W

Per unit

Price

Lighting Components and Control Gear

F

F1

Provision and installation of Catenary
Luminaire as per specification in Appendix 5
complete with 250W SON lamp for central
hanging replacement purposes.
(N.B. Price includes removal of old luminaire
and choke box where applicable)
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Description

F2

Type

Provision and replacement of Mushroom Type
lanterns complete with gear as per
specification in Appendix 13.

Unit

Price

Per unit

Price does not include cost of lamp. If required
lamp cost shall be treated separately as in Item
G8 (without the Flat Rate G1).
F3

Provision and replacement of White Globes as
per specification in Appendix 14.

F4

Provision and replacement of SON lamps for
use as direct replacement of High Pressure
Mercury Vapour lamps as per specification in
Appendix 10.

F5

Provision and replacement of High Pressure
Mercury Vapour Lamp as per specification in
Appendix 9.

F6

Provision and replacement of complete
Floodlights as per item 6 in Appendix 11 and
specification A in Appendix 12.
The price shall not include the cost of lamp. If
required the lamp cost shall be treated
separately as in Item G8 (without Flat Rate G1)

F7

Provision, installation and/or replacement of
Street Lighting Fuse Unit (cut outs) as per
specification in Appendix 18.

Per unit
Replacement
for 250W

Per unit

Replacement
for 400W

Per unit

125W

Per unit

70W Metal
Halide

Per unit

400W Metal
Halide

Per unit

Per unit

The price includes the removal of any old or
burnt cut out together with the necessary wiring
and terminations required on both sides of the
cut out.
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Description

G

Type

Unit

Price

General maintenance items
(Contractors are to note that the first item of this schedule section calls for a flat rate
price which in principle shall be considered to cover the cost for attending to the site
prior to starting working on a lantern. This rate shall also cover the price which the
contractor shall charge for attendance on fault which just need say resetting the RCD
namely where no material is used. As such for items in this schedule this provision for
the above mentioned rate should not be replicated in the respective offer item. The
scope of this rate is to avoid having contractors charging extra rates for attending on
multiple faults on same luminaire.
CONTRACTORS ARE TO NOTE THAT FLAT RATE CAN BE APPLIED DURING
MAINTENANCE ONLY AND WITH ITEMS UNDER SECTION G ONLY.

G1

Flat rate as per above

G2

Provision and installation of Belisha Globes
ONLY as per item 3 in Appendix 11

Per Unit

G3

Provision and installation of flasher units as per
item 4 in Appendix 11.

Per unit

G4

Provision and installation of special Belisha lamp
as per item 5 in Appendix 11.

Per unit

G5

Provision and replacement of Ballasts as per
specification in Appendix 15.

Per
attendance

70W (SON)

Per unit

150W (SON)

Per unit

250W (SON)

Per unit

90W (SOX)

Per unit

70W
Metal Halide
400W
Metal Halide
G6

Provision and replacement of Ignitors as per
specification in Appendix 16.

Per unit
Per unit

70W (SON)

Per unit

150W (SON)

Per unit

250W (SON)

Per unit

90W (SOX)

Per unit

70W
Metal Halide
400W
Metal Halide

Per unit
Per unit
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Description

G7

Provision and replacement of Capacitors as per
specification in Appendix 17.

Type

Unit

70W (SON)

Per unit

150W (SON)

Per unit

250W (SON)

Per unit

90W (SOX)

Per unit

70W
Metal Halide
400W
Metal Halide
G8

Provision and replacement of Lamps as per
following specifications:
Appendix 7 for Low pressure Sodium lamps
(SOX)
Appendix 8 for High pressure sodium lamps
(SON)

150W (SON)

Per unit

250W (SON)

Per unit

90W (SOX)

Per unit

Appendix 12 for 400W metal halide lamp

Metal Halide

Appendix 11 for 70W metal halide lamp

400W

Provision and replacement of ceramic lamp
holders according to type of lamp.

G11

Provision and replacement of Fuse Holder for
'fuse & link' Box

G12

Provision and replacement of R.C.D.

Per unit
Per unit

150W (SON)

Per unit

250W (SON)

Per unit

90W (SOX)

Per unit

Metal Halide
Provision and replacement of Fuse for 'fuse &
link' Box or cut-out

Per unit

70W (SON)

400W

G10

Per unit
Per unit

Metal Halide
G9

Per unit

70W (SON)

70W

Price

Per unit

5A

Per unit

10 A

Per unit

32 A

Per unit
Per unit

30mA

Per unit

100mA

Per unit
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Description

H

Type

Unit

Price

Other Items

Per unit

H1

Provision and installation of Timer.

H2

Provision 2- core U/G Street Lighting Cable as
per specification in Appendix 21.

Per metre

H3

Provision of Earth Conductor
specification in Appendix 22.

per

Per metre

H4

Provision of 2.5 mm2 2- core PVC Insulated
Cable as per specification in Appendix 23.

Per metre

H5

Provision of 4- core 16 mm2 U/G Street Lighting
Cable as per specification in Appendix 24.

Per metre

as

In order to further clarify how to arrive at a final cost for a particular task it may be opportune
to give some typical examples of costing of some tasks:
Example 1: Maintenance on a luminaire which after fault location was found to require just
the replacement of a lamp……………….…………………………...Cost = G1 + G8
Example 2: Maintenance on a luminaire as in Example 1 which after fault location (on same
lantern) transpired to require the replacement of capacitor, ignitor and
lamp…………………………………………………...……Cost = G1 + G6 +G7 + G8
Note that ONLY one flat rate charge is to be included once more than one fault is
found on the same lantern
Example 3: Installation of a NEW wall mounted luminaire (harbour type) complete with
demarcation box and all wiring except for the connection with the supply
network…………………………………………...………………Cost = A1 + A3 + B1
Example 4: Provision and installation of a NEW whip type column complete with luminaire
and cut out in base compartment…………………..…....Cost = A4 + A6 +C1 + F7
Example 5: Carrying out say 100m of slot (75cm deep) for U.G. project, provision and laying
of pipes and pull box, concreting, backfilling, providing cable and drawing it in
pipes and box up to a S.L.column plus reinstating of same slot using hot rolled
asphalt wearing course
Cost = 100 (D3 + D4 +D5 + H2) + (100 x 0.1) D9 + D11 + (100 x 0.65 x 0.1) D7
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Description
I

Proposed

Number
installation

rate

of

demarcation

boxes

for

wall-mounted

luminaires.
Contractors are to note that the first phase of the devolution exercise (about
2 years) will strongly focus on the installation of the demarcation boxes. For
this reason bidders are required to indicate their output capacity based on
the number of 'boxes' they will be capable to install according to procedure
highlighted in the document per day per district.

I1

Number of boxes installed per day per district

Description

J

Unit

Price

Proposed Extra Items
It is worth highlighting that any transport and fault location costs shall be deemed to
have been included in the prices and as such shall not be considered as any
proposed extra item.
Any proposed extra item which requests some payment on an hourly basis will not be
considered.

J1

J2

J3

Any works on the electricity source (i.e. the overhead and/or underground supply cables)
shall be carried out by Enemalta Corporation and are not to be included in any of the
above rates.
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